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GENERAL SU GESTIOS FOR TEACHING WE UNIT ON THE U.S.S.R.
,

To avoid. superficial conci sions, students should spend bt least.ten to twelve
s.tudyln9 the U.S.S.R: S h'a long unit needs to be brok ©n Into sub-units for

r ,graders, This area stu Is divided into an introduction and a-series of sub-
on the geobraphy of the U,S,S,R the histaryof.Russ la; the SoViet totalitarj
tem (political system,.economic syst m,7social system), 'and the foreign pdlIcy

cw?

U.S.S.R. Each of these topicsis tr ated as one major sectton in the outline,
tent for the area study. However,. p,teaciang procqdures are, arrange4.to pr(
introductory, 'cleyelopmental, and minating activitleS for qach sub - knit.' lIc
procedures are numbered consecutively within each sub-unit IN the order in whl
might be used within he classroom,,_ .

. .

..., , .

. i .

Part I of this' outline of content, with the accompatiy, ing 'teaching procedures;,.
vides an Introduction to the entlxe area study'. It should accomplish ,the1.01,
purposes.: .. .

. ,..

1. It should relate the study of 'the U.S.S.R.
,

to the overall, work of the
---- and to the,unit on WeStern Europe. .

2,.1t 'should serve to arouse pupil interest in U.S.S.R.tolib

3. It should provide pupils with an overview a the ares stuffy. Preferab
. this should be done by providing them with ah,opportunitl to'help,plir,

. study. (See 4 below.) . . '

4, it,should give pupils an opportunity to identify-galls to be.achleved.,
soMb;alternative courses of action to be followed in our relations wit

p
, U.S.S,R. It Should give pu 'pils an opportunity to ftgure out.how each, i

,

social sciences might help them cone to cpnclusions about which altern
should be followed to achieve their ioai,s.. Pupils should have a chaflc
suggest the kinds of qwestions which people in each of the social sole

. would ask about the U.S.S.R. The emphasis In this area study.of the U
should be upon the Soviet Union as a kotalitartan system under communi
upon tiie relations of such a totalitarian s0tem with other parts of t
and'-with the U. HoWever, such study obviously requires.a,study of g'
and history as cell as'of the poJitical, economic, and social.. systems.

Part II bf the outline of .Content with the.accompanVing teaching procedures,
upon geography'. However, it should not be, thought that rids' section includes

, the'materiakin the unit which a geographer Would analyze as he studiesthe'S
.

,

.

. 1
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GENERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING, THE UNIT ON THE U.S.S,R.

4rficial conclusions, students should spend at least ten to' twelve weeks
U.S.S.R.10,Such a long unit, needs to lie broken into sub-'units for eleventh,
is'area study I; divided into an introduction and a series of sub-units
aphyof thesU.S.S.R., the. history of Russia,the Soviet tplalitarian sys-
al system, economic\systeM, social system), And the forergn poliCy of the
ch,ofthpSe topics is treated as One major section in the outline, of con-
,area study. However, .the..teching proceduTes.ate.arrart.ged,to.provide
developmental, and culminating Activities few each sub -unit. Jeaching

re numbered cbnsecutively within, each sub-unit in the order in which they
0,(wIthin the classroom.

I

is outline of content,. with the Accompanying teaching koceduresv pro
roduction,to the .entire area study. It should accomplish-the fot,lowng.

ould relate the study of the U.S.S.R, to the overall, work,of the:year 1

p the unitycin Western Europe.. .

ould serve to' arouse pupil Interest In the U,S,.S.R.
oulOvkproiiide,pupils-with an overview of the area study. Preferably;
slauld be done by providing them with an, opportunity to help plan the

(See 4 betow,)
ould give pupils an opportunity to 'identify goals to be achieved and
alternative courses of action to be followed in our relations with the
.R. it should gime pupils on opportunity to figure out how each of the
I Sciences might help them come to conclusions abobt which alternative
d be,followed to achieve their gloats. Pupils should have a chance to
st the kinds of questions which people in each orthe social sciences
ask about ,the U.S,S.R. The emphasg in this area_study of the U,S.S.R46

.d be upon the Soviet Union as.aitotalltarlan system under,comMunismf and
the relations of such a totalitarian systeM,10th other -parts Of the world,
lth the U.S, However, such study obviously requires a study of geography
istory,as well ,s of the pdritical, economic. 'and social systems,

he *line: of coqtent, with ihe,accompanyipg teaching procedures, focuses
hy.; However; It should nit be thought that this section includes alt of
In-the mart which a geographer would.analyze as he studies the Soviet

,
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Union. .Since the. geographer is intercated in what makes one area of the worh
ferent from other areas, he must pqrforee analyze historical factors whichmal
area different and must also study (present-da9 economic, pollticel. and social:
tares which help differentiate-the U.S.S.R.. frOm other.parts of, the world,, Ii

sense, the whole unit.8e41s.with material which the geographer must consider
studies the Soviet:Unlop.rMore particularly,,. the geographer woUld:cqrtainly
a study of $oviet agricul re and indusb7; Part 11 of this,resoura unit dog
elude material .oniagricultu'ral production and problems, on r4ources, and on_
trial production and centers. 'However, the ways of organizing agriculture any
try are left: to the section dealing with the economic system.

Although this section ofthe 'unit bbgins by focusing. upon physical, geograph
teacher muSt'Make sure that pupils analyze ways In which man uses and modif e
cultural envrronmentln terms-of his cultyrat values, perceptions, and leve
nology. (After puptlsset up hypotheses about the influence of certain physic
tures, tHty should be ,forced to test them in the light of%other maps, charts
reading materials; in so doing, they will find that they must modify general
if/tbese generalizations have been' stated.too.broAdly or have lmplied geograp
determinism, 'Mere is a.'great deal-of material J Part 11 which is designed
'pupils learn' about the cultural use and'modification of the environment; .

***

Pant III. of this outline of content deals with the history of Russia. This s
lb-pregented.ln two different outlines, b,s,follows:

.

1. The nest outtine,presents agenerailzatioils about culture ch6ngeltAe. tausht
a study of Russian history'and shows how historical data might help pu
arrive at these generalizations. Rowever,.thls.outline.does not provi
gested order for studying Russian history. RqSher, we suggest a more
chronotogical,organizationAmixed withr.some.tOplcal history in the 19t
At the end' 0 their study. of Russian history, pupils should hke the r
froqi which to generalize about both cultural ;%,:change an&cultural_con

2. The .second outline.is. organized in the. suggested order for teaching.
teaching procedures.are placed opposite this outline,

.3: The historical part of'this area study IS brought up only to the perle
Stein was ab,le to take control of the-govern"Ment. Thin is done so th
rate 'topics 'such 'as the p9litical system under totalitarlaniSmcan be
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the:geographer is interested in what makes one arpa-of.the.world dif,
ther areas, he must perforce a eiyze historical factors which-make the
t and must also study present- ay economic, political. and social_fea-
elp differentiate the U.S.S.R. from other parts of the world, 1n. one
ole unit deals with material w ich the geographer must consider as he
ovieikUniOn, i'kre particularly, the geographer would certainly include
viei_agriculxurc and industry: Patt I i. of-thls resource,unlf,does in-
em agricultural production and problems, oh resources, and on indps-

ion and centers. HoWeverl the ways .of brganiAing agriculture and ihdus-
to the.section.dealing with the economic system.

section ofrthe unit begins by iocusi4 upon geography, the
make_sure that pupils analyze.ways.16-which man uses and modifies his
ronMent in terms of his cultural values, perceptions, and level of tech..'
r pupils set up hypotheses,about.Uie influence of certain phykical fea-
hould be forced to test-them In the light of other maps, charts and
iali: In so doing, they will, find that they must modify generalizations.
ralizations have been stated too.broadlyor have implied,geographical
There Is a. great deal of material ,in Part II which is designed to help

about the cultural use and Modification of the environment.

his outline of content'deals with the history of Russia. this section
In two different outlines, as follows:

rs't outline presents 4eneral+zatio6s- about oolture ching&tolte, taught through
y of Russian history and shows hot.) historical, data might help pupils
at'these generalizations. However, this outline does not provide, a sug-
order for studyirig Russian history. Rather, we suggest a more nearly
logical organization (mixed With some'topIcal history in the 19th century).
.end of their study of Russian history, pupils should have the raw data
hick to generalize .about both cultural %, change and cultural continuity.
cond outline is organized in the suggested order for teaching. Possible
ng procedures are placed opposrte till's outline,.
stDrical part of this area study is brought up only to the period when
was able to take control of the government. This is done so that sepa-
opics such as the political system under totalitarianism canfibe studied
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: more-tysteMatIcally and so that ptipils scan see the chnnges-that have take
plc:de from Stalin to the present day.

Bart IV of the unit.' provides the. main,focus for the unit. It is divided Into t
parts: the pollticel system, the economic system, and the'sociai system. Thes
topics are all includedn Part ITto emphasize both their interrel4tiont.hips w
each other and the tact a.totalitarion system affects all aspects of life,
including the i

C
systems;

Part V of the area study deals with the ILS.S.R.-Is International relations, esp
as they pertain to the United(Statest Thissub,unit sh ulei serve as a cuirninat

, section for the entire area study.* Having examined the rolatitins up tg the pre
the crass.shquid do. the following:

14 Students should reconsider tIlealternotive courses of action they sugges
duringthe.introduction to the area study andsuggest other alternatives
Firs-t, they should' list possible alternatives. Next, they should, try tc
possible conSequenees of each copse of action and decide what evidence
have to support the likelihood hat these conseluenceS would follow. Ti

should consider all 'that they now know about th Soviet Union as they ti
reach conclusions about these alternative tours s,of act4on. Next, the
should compare these possible consequences with their, own:goals and vall
Finally-, they stIould decide tourse or coil sps.of action they weul4
Port tentatively and present their reasons for heir conclusions, (The
class oes not need to agree. Ho ever, student should understand .how-1
entpuAlls arrive at difierent conclusions' and the reasons for these di
ences. AreAhe differences. in conclusions due, tp differences in values
ferences in` predictions about possible consequences of different allern
etc0 ,

lStudents,should-consider once again the amount and kind of help they go
the different social scientists in their attempts to study foreign poll
lems related to the U.S.S.R.

3. Pupils should also discuss the following question: Are there other ben
gained from the work done-by each kidd of social scientist as,he studie
Soviet Union? ,(For example, can we leap) anything about cultural chang
totalitarlanjtm etc which has broader implications than just our rela
with the'Soviet Union?) Have pupils Prepare a' list of generalizations
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systematically and sp that pupils can see the changes'that have taken
from Stalin to the present day..

,
the unit. provides the main,focus Yor-the,unit. It. is divide.d into three
Witte& (system, thd economic system, and the social system. These
ill Includettin Part IV to emphasize both their intereeiationships with
end the fpct that a'totalltarlan system Ofects'all aspects of life,
he economic and social systeMs.

he area.study deals with the U.S.S.R.'s International relations, especially
tainjo the United States. This sub-unit should serve as a culmlnattng
the entire` area study. Hav,ing examined the relations up to the present,
hould do the following:
ents should reconsider the alternative courses. of actIon'they suggested
ng the Introddction to the area vtu0 and suggtst'other,illternatives.
t, they Should. list possible alternatives. Next,.!they should' try to list
ible consequences of each course of action and decide what evidence they
to support the likelihood that these consequences 'would follow. They
Id consider all that they now know about the Soviet Union as-they try to
p conclusions abOut.these alternative courses of action. Next, they
Id compare these possible consequences with their own goals and values.
Ily, they stould decide which course' courses of action they would sup-
tentatively and present their reasons for their conclusions. (The entire

s4-26Zinot.nedd to agree. However, students shAld understand how differ-
pupils arrive at different conclusions and the reasons for these differ- /.

s. Are, the differences in,concl sions due to differences in values? dIW
nces in predictions about posslb e'censequences of different alternatives?

ents should consider once aga n the amount and kind of help they; got from
different social scientists in' their attempts' to study foreign p61Icy 7-
related to the' U.S.S.R.

is ,should also discuss the folloKing questions .Are there other benefits
eel from the work done by each kind of social scientist as he studies the
et Union? (For example, can we learn anything. about cultural chatige or
litarlanism etc., which has-broader.implications than just our' relations
the Soviet'Unlon?) Have pupils prepare a list of generalizations which'.

I
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they have developed .from their study of the U.S.S.R. artd which they think
might have broader transfer value for studying other problems or areas of ehe
world. Pupils should suggest concrete situations in' which these generaliza-
tions might have value, Discuss; Can you be sae that these generalizations
will hold true In another culture? Why,or why not? What is thevalue
testing such generalizations in other cultures, past and present?
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Introduction 'should make progress toward developing the. followingt
*"

-3- 4

OBJECTIVES FOR INTROOyCTION

1

GENERAWATIONS.
, -

1. The worl li a community -of int.erde-
.pendent ountries (important poilt-
ical enings'in one part of the
world afpct other parts.) '

/

%. The int,rpational system may be looked
at as aseries of poW60 relatiOnships.

3. There are many,..Sourdes'of power In de81-
ino with-Other countries.

`a. Military capadity Is an imoor,iant fac-
tor, In th4e,davgropment of national
,p-ofwer pot the,pnly one or even,
the dol. 'ant one.

I

,b. Industrial .capadity Is'; ln import60
component of-natioriat Oiower..

C. Scient4fIld and technological develop7
Ments'provide an important component
of national power.

Decislko-ireking In a large, tomP1PX so-
ciety Is Shared by several.- groups and
is subjett to varying influences and
1 im 1 tat 1 ohs .

,a. The IndtitutIons of government con-
, stitute tho arenas or the structure

uti -wthor eel* ve dects fons of
the political process are made.

1) it Is easier for a'fb
tem to make drastEc
than It is for p.demo
to do so.

The ''decision- maker- react
. ftom'other dedision-mak

from the outside.

The unity and homogenlety
totalitarianism demands ..s
the, pluralism 0 liberat'd

5 '

6. Technological change
probitls in a sddety.

7.,An increase In Populakton
.the birth rate plus Immi r
er than the death rate au

-8. All MapscOntain.distortio
oranotherieach map proje
adVantages and disadvantag
=UN* one's, purpose in usin

AMU
1 The,bOad skill toward. whidh
timately diredied Is underltn
aspectdif a-skill taught' in t
is In plain type..
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OBJECTIVES FOR INTRODUCTION'

tion.should make progreSs

OS

toward developing the following:

I) it is easier for a totalitarian sr-

than'it Is for a-demdcratic system
to do so.

Is `a dommunity -of-interde-
;ountries'. (Important. Wit-
enings in ones part 41 the
.ect other\palls, ) . :

-.1

1

rnational system may be Ited
ieria ats of pOwer relionsh O.

e many.souetes of power In deal-
other coutrils. \'

ary capacity IA an important fac-
n the6dave,lopment of national
qpo.t,the only one or even

a. cant one. ,

trial capacity Is;e6 important,
nent

-
of' national power;

I...., ..... ....:: -:. .. .. .

tlf)c and technological develop,
provide an important component
tional)power,

-making In a large, complex so-
shared by several, groups and
ct to varying Influences and
ohs.

1

4titutIons of government con-
ice the arenas 'or the structure
uhlchuthcritative decisions of
icOitical process are made.

tern to make drastic changes rapid y

)

b..The'decision-maker reacts to pressures
from other .detision-makerA as well as
from the outside.

The uhlty.and homdgeniety of life which
totalitarianism demands.is'contrary to
the pluralism of libefai'democracy.

6. Technological change may'Eeeate serious'
problemSAin a society.

7: An Increase in population occurs ,when -

the birth rate plus immigre'tion is great-
er.than the death rate plus emigration.

8. All maps contain distortions of one kind.
or apot,lier; 'each map projeotion has both
advantages ;Ad disadvantages, depending

upon one's.purpose in using a map.,

SK

The bmad skill toward which teaching is ul-

timately directed Is underlined. A specific

aspect of a skill taught In this introduction
is' in plain type.

N

1-\
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Attacks _problems !Te .raticnal

,

Sets up hypotheses.

Considers elternatiVe c9urses of ac-
tion. .

- ! -

Deduces Possible conseqUences from
hypotheses (If-then statements) to
guide,CoilectiOryaf data.

.

. ConSiders the .r/eleyance of each of
the, social sctenc disciplines, and
uses the types of Oestions-aslied
and the analytical concepts used in
the .relevant disciplines to. help him.
analyze the problem.

2. 'Locates information. '

a.' Uses appropriaVe reference books
locate Inform Lion,

Gathers InfOrmation:

a. Interprets graphi:\

1) Draws Inferences' from, graphs.

2) looks for misteading graphic de-
vices..

b. Draws inferences from tables,

Uses effectImieolaapjIicskilfs.

a. Has i sense of distance and area:

to

1),Compares distances wIl
tances.

2) Compares are witti k

fb. 111111.12=E2tti

1) Idekifles distortion

Compares map grid wit
to detea'distoOtions

2) Uses the map or globo
distances north.and s
compare -4, mapl of 'dl

3) Uses meridians to.ide
env's In timeizones.:

c. Selects the ,apprOpriate
prdiection (9r Olobe) fo
purpose..

Evaluates Info mat onl

a.-,Evaluates Information 1

curacy.
i

, r 2

b. 1 ehtifiet esst#mptIons.

2 ,betweene. istingills* 4
proof. .

d. Checks on the completen
is wary of generalize!
insyfficient evidence
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, hypotheses: .

lees alternative courses of ec-

es, possible consequences'irom
hetes (Lf.then.statements) to
.col lect Ion of data.

ders,the relevance of each of
octal sciencefdisciplit*s4 and
the tYPes of questions asked
hoeanalyticatconcePts used in
elevant disciplines to help him
ze the pyobl'em.

Information.

IPPropeiate reference books to
e information.

Information,

prets graph's.

aws inferences from graphs,

ks for misleading graphic, de-

Inferences from tables.

Fective eo ra skills

sense of distance and area.

4,

I) Compares distances with, known dis-
tances.

2) Compares areas with known areas.

b. 1h1212481A ma0.

1) ideritifies distortions An maps.

. Compares map grid with globe grid
`to detect distortions on maps.

2) Uses the map or globe to estimate
distances north and soutt;414'nd to

Pcompare t maps ,of differ nt.stale.

3) Uses merldius to identify differ-
en4Os in time iones.:

t. 'Selects the appropriate type of map
projection (or globe) for a specific
purpose.

5. SA111119142taTatiOni

a. Evaluates information in terms ol'ac-
curacy.

. Identifies iissumPtiOns,

c. Distinguishes between difficulty o
*proof.

d. Checks on the completenesS of data and
Is wary of geperalizati is based on
insufficleorevidence
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/ .

/1, Is curious about social data,

/ reels a sense ofresOnsibIlity for keep-
ing Informed about current problems.

4-
4

4

...
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OBJECTIVES

G. Theinternational system may. be
looke4 at as a series of power,
relatnonships.

G. The 'world is a community of inter-
dependent countries. (important
political happenings in one.part
Of the world affect other parts:).

A, ,IS CURIOUS ABOUTtSOCIAL DATA,

.5.

OUTLINE Of 'CONTENT

The Soviet Union 14 one of the two most
powerful countries In the world. What It
does affects the life of every American.

(
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TEACHING PROCEDURES MATERIALS OF INSTR
t

InItiatory,Activies
, o,

1., Prepare a bulletin board showing th.importance of the
U,S.SJR, in World affairs.

y.

2. Give pupils a pretest to find out what'they know about See "TeaCher's'Su4p
Soviet 'power and to see If they have some of the common to Unit on U;S.S,R
stereotypes about' the U4S,S,R,. Discuss briefly or at .;:a sample pretest,
least have pupils tabulate results to find out degree
of agreement within the class and the degree to which
the class as a whole holds misconceptiqns,

3, Read aloud two quotations, one from Frankel on the ---('Ma';.i, Fra kel, "Typi
ideas expressed by a Soviet citizen about the U,S. sien Expounds on p
and another from Bronfenbrenner on the Ideas American New.Yo12.k Times, Se
children have about the Soviet Union, Discuss: Do , 1959', #, I2 ,

'you think the Soviet:citizen's views of the U,S, indi- Urle Bronfenbrenne
cate a good understanding of the U,S,? ,Why or why The- Ru siane Plant
not? Do you think the American chtldi.en4s views about the R6 d?" Sat Re
the U.S.S.R. represent a good'understan ing of the 1933 p. 9 'r s
Sovidt Union? Why or why not?. What er ors are the , Supplement to Unit
American children falling into as they ive reasons ' i

why the Soviets plant trees along roads` What.errors
does the Soviet citizen fall into as he lists problems
in the U.S,? Discuss the quotations bitiefly In order
to suggest the importance of studying/the Soviet Union
In some depth;
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TEACtliNG PROCEDURES

ctivities

of 1

. MATERIALS OF INSTRUCTION'

a bulletin. board showing the importance of the
ill, world ffairs. 4 .

Hs a pretest to find out what they know about.- See-"Teacher's Supplement
over and to see if they have some of the common to Unit on U.S.S.R." for
Pes-ebout,the Discuss briefly or t .v.a sample pretest.
ve pupils tabulate results to find out deg ee,
nt with16 the class and the degree to whi 4

s as a whole holds misconceptions.

ud two quotations,, one from Frankeron the
pressed by a Soviest citizen about ,the U.S.
her from Bronfenbrenner on the ideas American
have about the'Sovlet Union. Dis ss:- Do
k the Soviet citizen's views of th

- f
9.S.' indi-

ood u derstanding of the U.S. ?' Wh or why
think the,American children's views about

S.A. represent a geod'understanding of the
nion? Why or why not? What errors are the
children falling into as they give reasons
Soviets plant trees along roads? Whatclerrors
Soviet citizen fall into as he lists problems
S.? Discuss the quotations briefly in order

st'the importance of studying the Soviet Union
depth;

Flax Rrankel, "Typicals Rus-
sian Expounds on U.S,, ""
NewYork Times, Sept.,I4

r-W*
Urie
T

Brohfenbrenner,0,Why Do
The Russians Plant Trees Along
the Road?" Sat ,Review, Jan. 5,

p. 9 70(1-7Teachers
Supplemenst to it on U.S,S.tR."
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A. The U.S.S.R. Is the\leroest country In
the world and, has the.third largest
populatign in the world.

1. The U.S.'S.R.1s,overA
ding Alaska),
times the

area of the U.S. (Inc
over 21 times. the area,of China, and
larger than the entire continent of
North America.
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4. Have pu lis examine a glbbe and political-physical maps, 6Iqbe,and string.
df the (Met Union and of, North America. Ask: How.. , Poltacal-physlcal maps
does the U.S.S.R. compare in size with the U.S,? with of U.S.S,R. and North
China? With North Am6rIca? (At this point, do not try America.
to have \pupils.be too accurate In their Comparisons.)
Then have pupils. use the maps to make:more accurate
,comparisOns. Use'a,,b, and ear d (1, 2, 3, 4).

a.,'Have up11s count the number of degrees of lati- i'Poiltical-physical maps
4' tude overed.by the U.S.S.R. and the U.S. and - U0S.S.R. and North

multiply. each degree by 70 miles to figure out Amerika..
the.e0proximate north south distancelor both
count riles; Have them count .the number of degrees,
of latlitude for the U.S. and Canada combined and
multiply by 70 miles to 'compare this distance with
the noth -south distance in,she Soviet Union,
Asks thy usethe grid ratMrithanithe map scale to
compar distances on these two maps?e

. f
b. Hal,e p pits count the number of degrees of longi- TOlitical-physic 01 Maps..of

tude c vered bj, the U,S. of the 49thiparaliel. U.S.S.R. and NonthiMierita
Have t em measure thisAls ante off n degrees from
the we tern border of the oviet pt.); n along they .0

49th parallel. Now have t e'pupils easure the
if

i
number of degrees'of.longl ude toyer d by,the .

,)

So let iUnion at 60 degreesrnorth latitude (on
ap roxtmate Leningrad). ;At ,,,his point,
on de ree of longitOde eqUals about1344 miles.

4

Ha p p pits figure ptt theldlstance ocroSs the
Sov$ let Union at this latitUde; Compare this distance
with t e distence,across the.U.S. MO have pupils



I

S. .Uses merldians.to identif differ-
'Aces n me zones.

S. ares distances with known
noes;

r-

t

I
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measure the number of degrees of longitude between
Kaliningrad Orld'Koplsberg) on the. Baltic Sea 9nd the

' Bering strait at-Tape Dezhnev. Compare this figure
(about 170 degrees) with the figure for the number
of degrees of longitude' which would cover half the
distance.around the'earth at this parallel.

Have pupils figure out the distances in time'be-
tween the most eastern and most western parts of-
the U.S. and between the following.places in the
Soviet Union: Kaliningrad and Cape Dezhnev; Mose
cow and Vladivostok.

Ask: Suppose you lived in Kaliningrad and got up
at 6:30 In the morning, What time would it' be then
at Cape Dezhnev? Suppose you ate lunch in Kalinin-
grad at 12:00.noon.. What time would it be. then In
Cape Dezhnev? What time isit in Vladivostok wheh
lt.Is 7:00-in the morning in Moscow'? When it is
12:00 noon in Moscow? (Remind pupils that ebeh 15
degrees of longitude makes- a difference of 1 hoUr
In sun time..) Compare the number, of time zones In
the U.S.S;R, and in the U.S.

9

Physical-political maps'of
U.S. and of U.S.S,R.

f's

d. Have pupils use a string to measure and compare the Globe and piece of string.
following distances on,the globe. (Use the string
to measure off, di tances for bar charts on the chalk-
board0

1) The greatest north-soUth distance in the Soviet
Union as compared with the greatest north-south
distance in the U.S. and the greatest north-
south distance in the U.S. and Canada combined.

2) The greatest *east-west distance in the SoViet
Union as compared to the'greatest eastlwett dis-
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tance in the U.S.

3) The distance between-Moscow and New York as corn
pared to the distance between Moicow and Vladi-
vostok;

4).The distance between Kaliningrad and Cape Dezhnev
as compared to the distance between San Francisco
and London. Asks Why measure distances with a:
string on the globe rather than on a world map?,

c

5. Do one of the following to help pupils make a more
careful cOMparison of areas.

tracing of the 1.14S. on a plece-,of tracing paper.
a. Have several Hs use the globe to make a rough

(This will be a rough sketch since the globe is
.round. However, pupils can cut and paste tucks In
the ,paper t make lip fit the surface of the.glObe
better.) AI pi is should. make as many of these
tratingtrthey find they heed to 1111 in the
area of t e'lLIS.S.11;'-on the globe; They will find
that they mist cute the last one beCauie It'is too
large to fit in:the remaining space.

b. Or, have pupils make tracings from an equal-area
map p 9f the world rather than from globe. : (Ask
questions . listed under c.)

,Globe and tracing p

Equal-area map of t
world and tracing p
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nce in the U.S

e distance between Moscow and New York as com-.
red to the distance between Moscow and Vladt-
stoic; s ,

t

e'dtstance between'italinlngred and Cape DeVhnev
compared to the distance between San Frantlsco

d London: Ask, Why. measure distances with a
ring on the globe rather than on a world map?

f the following to-4)elp pupils make a more
Comparison of areas.

several pupils use thellobe to make ,a rough
nb of the U.S., on'a piece of toeing papeei-
Will be a rough-sketch-stnee the globeis

NoweveT.- pOplit,c6W,cutinid paste tucks in
POWtO:make it fit the surface of the.giobe
,rj:POPlis should make as_Many of these
h s as, they find they:need:to:fill in the
of the U.S0.flo on the globe. They will find
they'mUst'cut the last one because it is top
to fit in the remaining sphee.

ave pupils make tracings from an equal...area
f the world rather than froM the globe.- (Ask
Ions .Listed unde-r.c.)

r---

Syr

Globe and tracing paper.

Equal-area map of the
world and tracing paper.

41
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purpose:
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one kind or another; each map pro,
jection has both advantages and
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purpose in using a map.
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G. All maps contain dlstortiOns of
one kind or another.; each map pea,
jection has both advantages and
disadvantages depending upon one's'
purpose in using a_map,
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Or show pupils an,overlay map showing the U.S.S.R.
;Tth map of the U.S. superimposed over the U.S.S.R.
and then with a map of North America-superimposed
over the U.S.S.11( Asks That kind of map projec*
tion.do you tkink I used to make this. overlay? Why
did I choose this kind rather than a Mercator pro-
jection?/ if pupils cannot answer these questions,
.use Oberof a number of devices to help them detect
distortion' on a Mercator map. For example, you
Alight have them:

) tothpare grid on.globe and_On Mercator map to
figureout'distortions. (Start with this proce-
dure and-use others only if necessary.)

.

2) Or compare areas on globe with some areas on
Mercator projection.

3) Or compare different east west distances .actiss
U.S.S.R. on globe and make a bar chart showing ,,
these distances for different longitudes. NOW
do the same for the U.S.S.R. on a Mercator map.

4) Discuss: If a Mercator map distOrts area and
distance to such a degree, why do you think
pie ever use this 'kind of map projection?
(This question is designed to review what pupil
have learned in earlier grades, However, it may
beirsecessary to have pupils examine shapes and
directions on the Mercator map, a globe, and
other projections such as an equal-area projec-
tion in order to understand the possible ses
of a Mercator map.)

Overlay map and ov
'projectOr.
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/

w pupils an overlay map showing the U.S,S,R, Overlay map, and overhead
nap of the U.S, ,superimposed over the U.S.S.R. projector,
hen with a (nap of North America superimposed
the U.S.S.R, Ask: *What kind of map projec..
Jo you, think I used to make this overlay? Why
choose this kind rather than a Mercator pro- 4,

mi? If pupils cannot answer these questions,
e of a number Of devices to help them detect
rtion on a Mercator map, For example, you
have them:

npare grid on globe and. On Mercator map to
pre.ouedistortions. (Start wlth thib proce-
re and'use others only if necessary.)

compare areas on globe with some areas on
rcator projection.

compare different east-west distances across
).S.R, on globe and make a bar chart showing,
se distances for different longitudes'.
the same for the U.S.S.R. on a Mercator map,

3CUSS: If a Mercator map distorts area and
Stance to such a degree, why do you think peor,.,

a ever use this kind of map projection?
its question Is designed to review what pupils-4
e learned in earlier grades, However, ib may
necessapy to have pupils examine shapes and
rections on the Mercator map, a,globa, and
her projections sudh.as an ,equal.area projec-
)n In order to understand the possible uses
a Mercator map.)



S. Uses a ro riate reference books
oca e n ormat on.

S. Compares'areas with known areas.

S. Interprets, ra hs Draws Infer-
oo s or

S. ,Distinguishes between difficulty.
o ZOO

G. An increase In population occurs
when the birth rate plus immigra-
tion'Is greater than the death
rate plus emigratiun.

S. intafalatAAW442t112ilmis-t3.
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2. The U.S.S.R. has a population
30 million more than that of
but Much lower than that of, C
India. if the population con
grow at the rate of recent ye
Will reach about 300 million
The large'popUlWon is a sou
military manpower in case:?:if
of workers for farm and Indus
peacetime.
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.2. The U.S.S.R. has a population'of about
30 million more than that of the U.S.
but much lower than that of, China or
India. If the population continues to
grow at the rate of recent years, it
will reach about 300 million by 1975.
The large.population Is a source of
military manpower In case,pf. war and
of workers for farm and Industry in
peacetime.
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6. Discuss possible sources or references to use in look-
Ing up area and population figures for U,S.t.R. and
U.S. Then have a pupil look up the total square miles
found within the Soviet Union, the U.S., and China:
Have him make a bar graph to compare these 'areas:

7.z Have another pupil look up the total population of
the U.S.S.R.,,China, India, and' the U.S. He sho'Uld
make a bar. graph to show these population differences.
Show the class a pictograph,OMparingithe present,
populations of these four couotriet Use Symbols
which differ in size rather than-numbers. 'Cofpare..
with pupil IS bar graph. Discuss: Which is the
better style of graph to 'use ?, Why? 'The pupil might
also find out the astimated.total wort population
and make a pie graph to show the propor ion of the,
world population found in each of these ountries:'
Discuss: Why is it difficult to make re Ily accurate
comparisons between, population figures! r different
countries?

An Almanac.

An Almanac.

8. Asks ,Suppose you were a demographer or a scientist. For exemplesiOf
Interested in population growth and population charac- graphic devices
teristics'i You wish to make an estimate of the proba- How to Lie With
ble population of the U.S.S.R. and of the U.S. for
1975. What flgures would you look at? Show pupils a
bar graph comparing estimates of population totals for
these countries In 1975. Ask: Suppose you are a
Soviet propagandist and wish to make this probable
increase look very great. Which of the following
graphs would, you use? Suppose you are an American,
who wishes to make this increase appear small.
Which would fou use? (Show graphs which exaggerate
or minimize growth by using devices such as not using
0 on scale varying size of vertical or horizontal

scale, etc./
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.9. Discussi 'Is a large population wore of Fin asset or
liability co a country? (Let pupils set np-hypotho.st:-;
to check on during the rest of this unit and courso'.
Be sure to have ;.diem deduce possMe coml'equences
their hypotheses (if-then statemcni:s) which mighi7. be
used to gtipe their dollectIon of data for ;:e!,;ting
hypotheses.

10. Have polls cc.'.ki
Aworlksn

;ss17.,

e

.0: !,:1!3 h. o.

thIt it hps. fr:i4e the tidlev lo

tiovepupHs i1,7spoper and ot4uazine
.articles On the alliltdo race Ouring the course or
this unit, .

If pupils have found differing estimates of Soviet
and U.S. militry:strc.:ngth, discuss, the reasons for
these differences. 'How do Americans arrive at their
figures? (Discuss the difficulty of getting accurate
figures on the U.S.S.R. and-the fact that our figures
are estimptes0 if pUplis have, not found differing
accounts, you.should still discuss the difficulty of
obtaining _such state on the. Soviet Union and of proving
the statements made..r.

ccwiT.iring Soy'

,1
.1

lit. ,

11. Prepare a bulletin board on "U.S.-/AU.S.S.R. ShowdoWns,
1945to the Present."' Read aloud brief excerpts from
newspapers or magazines of the time of each crisis to
show the danger Americans perceived In each crisis. A

US-7; 3 (AP)
01,

01,
. ;

;:or a 1%aj
hucleor forces

Scholastic Book S
Nitors4 The Soy!
Union p

4

See "Teacherts S
to. Unit on U.S.'S
examples of exce
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have found difforing estimates of Soviet
military:strz,ngth, discuss the reasons for
'ferences. How do Americans arrive at their
(Discuss the difficulty of 'getting accurate

an theU.S.S.R. and the Fact that our figures
lates.) If pupils have not found differing
you should still discuss the difficulty of
such data on the,Soviet Union and of proving

unents made.,
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the Present," Read aloud brief excerpts from
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Union p 1274;
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G. The world is a community of Inter-
dependent countries.

Technological change may create
serious problems in a society.

f

Evaluates information in terms
UrTie

. The world is,a.community of inter-
dependent countries. A

Technological change may create
serious problems in 'a society,
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1

12. Dep ding upon the background of pupils, you may wish..

;
to end a little time. having pupils read about and
anal ze the possible dangers of'an atomic war. If

you think pupils. already have a fairly good under-
standing of the dangers, you might have pupils write

, one of the follbwing Imaginary, accounts:
a, An archaeologist 'S report of excavations in the

U.S, written in the year 2065 A.D. , -

1,

b. A newspaper article written for an Argentine n(..-is-
paper following an atomic war between the U,S. nrd
the U.S,S,R,

.

c. The ,diary of la- Aqiacicln who lives Orouyil an .

atomic'war by Nidic.j .)ut In a,Ocop undorvound
shalom frit( -fcc,.4 ,c;;17. .'iiIceicoil city.

d. A'Rfp Van Winkle 3tory o0 an American ho as
Imploring a deep cave, at the time onatomid war
broke out between the U.S. ,and the U.S.S.R. He
falls asleep while st1)1 in the cave;.knowing
nothing abbut the war. He'wakes up ten years later,
leaves the cave, and compares life with what he
knew before the.war.

Read aloud several of the best papers or ditto them
for pupils to read. Then ;discuss:. Do you think these
,papers exaggerate the damage which would bp inflicted
`by an atomic war between the Q,S. and the U.S.S.R.?..

Now have pupils read some recent estimates of thq,amount
of damage which could be expected In case of, such a war
as well as several quotationslrom Americans and Soviet
leaderson the possibilities of a clash between the U.S.
and the U.S.S.R., the communist-capitalist struggle,
and their views about'the dangprs of atomic destruction.

Discuss: Why do nuclear weapons make the job of the
President more difficult than before World War II when
dealing with the U.S.S.R.?,

See nyeacher's S
untt on :the U.S.
possible quotati
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D. The U.S.S.R. Is ttlt second most
Industrial power in the-world,
been growing at a faster rate-th
U.S. during the past fwodecades
though its growth rate slowed do
tIme and was surpassed by.that I

In 1962-1963. °
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D. The U,S.S.B. is the second most important
industrial power in the world. It h,ps
been growing at a faster rate than the
U.S, during the past two decades, even
though its growth rate slowed down for a
time and was surpassed by that In the 11.S.
in 1962-1963.

0

4.;
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13. Show the class graphs; comparing the industrial produc-
tion of the U.S and of the U.$,S.R. In the 19601s.
Ask: Which country was producing more? Now show till.
class a table presenting the comparative dollar valr;
of the GNP in the U.S., the.U.S.S.R., West Germany,
the ,United Kingdom, Japan, France,. and Italy In 195'x.
Ask: How did the U.S.S.R. rank in total economic
output?

Now show pupils a chart cc,0nring rates of economic
groWth frcm 1950-1964 (no to roNiew %hat .Aud
learndd tit. tire, tenth !pada CGIAVe
theeconcToic growth rata,) Ask: .1.1h10 wos
growling fdstest from 1958 to 190? Hew 41.1 i:ha U.S.
and tl.le U.S.S.R. growth rates coroplee f,Je 1960? 1961?
1962? 1963? 1964? What t;onclusions can you draw,,if
any, about the probable industrial strength of the U.S.
and of the U.S.S.R. in the future? Why? (Make sure
that students understand that the countries have
shifted back and forth somewhat in'the lead on growth
rates, but that the U.S.S.R. has been ahead during the
last two decades taken as a whole;) Also asks Is At
easier to maintain a high growth rate when industrial
production has been low or when it has been high? Yihl?

14, Have pupils :Tad and discuss a series of quotations
fromU.S. and Soviet sources on the threat to the U.S.
from Soviet industrial growth. Also have them examine-
the Soviet figures comparing U.S. and Soviet growth.
Discuss: 06 you think that conditions have changed
any since these people made their statements,? (Have
pupils explain'their answersi) Why do you think the
Soviets and different, American economists come up with
different figures on growth rates and Industrial pro-
duction? (Perhaps show pupils the chart in Campbell
which compares different,estImates on' growth rates.)

Fur a graph of 1

production, see
Russia, p. 66,
Sizcw GNP and
ratcts for the U.
U,S.S.R., and t
countries menti
" Teacher's Suppl
Unit, on ,U.S.S.R.

See "Teacher's
to Unit on U.S
quotations. cp
Ec. Power', pp.

O
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class graphs comparing thelindustrial produc-
the U.S. and of the U.S.S.R. In the 1960's.
ich country was producing more? Now show thu
table presenting the comparative dollar valr.i
NP in the U.S., the U.S.S.R., West Germdny,
ed Kingdom, Japan,. France, and Italy-In 196'x,
w did the U.S.S.R. rank in total economic

pupils o chart cconeing rates of economic..
run 1950-1964, (Ile ,e to rovie.j ,Aud
In the tenth 9iAde C611Ff;C abciit ft-3 1...:!iAnIng
;:slic growth rno,) Asks- 'OW) wos
fastest fro) 1958 to 1964? Ho'i .11,1 Le U.S.
U.S.S.R. growth rates compare f.iri960? 1961?
6)? 1964? What conclusions can you draw, if
ut the probable industrial strength of tLe U.S.
he U.S.S.R. in the future? Why? (Make sure
dents understand that the countries have
baCk and.forth somewhat in the lead on growth
ut that-the U.S.S.R. has been-ahead during the
decades taken as a whole) Also ask, Is it

.0 maintain a high growth rate when industrial
on has been loW or when it has been high? Whr?

its read and discuss a series of quotations
and Soviet sources on the threat to the U.S.

Jet Industrial growth. Also have them examinee
let figures- comparing U.S. and Soviet growth.

Do yoy think that conditions have changed
;e these people made their statements? (Have
-xplaln their answersi) Why do you think the
and different American economists come up with
it figures on growth, and industrial pro-
? (Perhaps show pupils the chart in Campbell
mares different estimates 06 growth rates0

For a graph of Industrial-
production, sec Thayer,
Russia, p. 66. For charts
show tig GNP and growth
rates for the U.S., the
U,S,S.R., and the other
countries mentioned, see
"Teacher's Supplement to,
Unit on U.S.S.R."

See "Teacher's Supplement
'to Unit on U,S,S,R," for ).

quotations. Cpmpbeil, Soy.
Ec. Power; pp. 48,



. A./ IS CURIOUS. ABOUT SOCIAL DATA,

G. The institutions of government
constitute the arenas or the struc-
turemithin which the authoritative
decisions of the political process
are made.

G. It is easier for a totalitarian
system to make drastic changes
rapidly than it .Us for a democratic
system to do so.

G. Decision-making in a
democracy is shared by .-Ater61

ycoups and is subject to varying
influences and limitations.

G. The decision-maker reacts .to pres
sures. from other decision-makers
and to pressures.from'outside tha
government: .

A G. The unity and homogenity of life
which 'totalitarlanisin demands is
contrary to'the'pluralism of
liberal democracy.

G. There are many sources of national
power in dealing with other nations.
(Scientific and technological devel-
opments provide an Important com-
ponent of national power.)

E, The Soviet Union has made
progresi and has achieved
scientific breakthroughs a
scientists,.although U.S.
have been ahead in other d
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E. The Soviet.Union has made rapid .scientific
progress andhas achieved some important
scientific breakthroughs ahead of U.S.
scientistsi although U.S. scientists
have been ahead in other devolopmen4s.
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. Also discuss: Do you think the MIT professor-is justi-
fied,W, his gloom? .Why or why not? -Do we have enough
Information to be sure of our conclusions? Why or why
not?

15. In a clO'ss of cap'able :-..tudeots, you might have pupils
read an ~excerpt from Adlai Stevenson's friends ilqd.
Erjes on the peril the U.S. faces if rt-wanot
URTcre to make the necessary sacrifices to meet the
Soviet competition. Discuss: Do you think that the
position of the U,S. is better or worse than Stevcnsc,n
'predicted in Do you agree with Stevenson's
analysis of American weaknesses? Why or why not?

A

1G. Asks Can you think of any recent scientific "first"
or advance in the Soviet Union. Of what importance
isthis development to the U.S.?'

Adlal Stevenson, F
and Enemies, pp.
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JSS: Do you think the MIT professor Is justl-
Is gloom? Why or why not? Do we have enough
)n lo be' sure of our conclusions? Why or why

of capable udeots, you might have pupils Adlai Stevenson, Friends
<cerpt from-Adlai Stevenson's is and and Enemies pp TUT-x0i,
1 016 peril the U.S. faces if CFnoY
make the necessary sacrificFS-to meet the
npetition, Discuss: Do you think that the
)f the v,s. Is better or worse than Stevens,,,n
In 1959'3 Do you agree with Stevenson's
)f American weaknesses? Why or why not?

you think of any recent scientific "first"
e in the Soviet Union. Of what importance
eveiopment to the U.S.?
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S. Considers alternative courses of
act on.

A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL:DATA.

A. FEELS A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY
. FOR KEEPING INFORMED ABOUT CURRENT

PROBLEMS.

S. Identifies assumations.

S. ppnsiders alternative courses of
aWen. .

S. Considers the-relevance of each of
TiiimmiT15Frawaarguirmar-
and/uses the t es or questions
as e an t e ana yt ca concepts
used In the relevant aisciplines
to help him anai'yze the problem.

A. FEELS A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY_
FOR KEEPING INFORMED ABOUT CURRENT

.! PROBLEMS.

A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA.

6
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F. The U.S.S.R. was the first .co
country In the world and is .s
the two leading communist pow
struggle with Red China over
influence may prove Other a
or an advantage U.S. I

affairs:

G. A sound foreign policy toward
Union can be.built only on kn
the many aspects of Soviet li

H. Study of the U.S.S.R, can hel
social science hypotheses and
knowledge in these fields, S

Can help us at home as well a
dealings with other countries
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F.. The U.S.S.R. was the fitst communist
country In the world and is still one of
the two leading communist powers. Its
struggle with Rbd China over communist
influence may prove either a disadvantage
or an advantage to the U.S. in world
affairs.

G. A sound foreign policy toward the Soviet
Union can be. built only on knowledge about
the many aspects of Soviet life.

H. Study of the U.S.S.R. can help us test
social science hypotheses and advthice our
knowledge in.these fields. Such knowledge
can ,help us at home as well as in our
dealings with other countries.
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17. Prepare a bulletin board displays on conflict between
the U.S.S.R.,and Red China. Or lead aloud headlines
pointing out this conflict, Or ave each pupil read
a current article dealing with the conflict. Then
discuss: How may the outcome of this conflict, affect
the U.S.? If you were President, how would you deal
with the Soviet Union in the light of this conflict?
Do you have enough information about either the
Soviet Unicn or China to answer this question at the
present time? Why or why not?

18. Read aloud quotes from people advocating different
policies toward the Soviet Union: What goals do
these people, hold as they suggest these policies?
What assumptions are they making? Have pupils try to
'define their own goals for our relations with the
U.S.S.R. Have them suggest other policy alternatives
than those already quoted. Asks Suppose you were
President or the Secretary of State What kinds of
information you!d you want before trying to make up
your mind about what foreign policies we should adopt
in our dealings with the Soviet Union; What kinds of
help can we get from .the different social scientists
in helping to answer such questions? What kinds of
questions would each kind of social scientist ask
about the, Soviet Union? Does It matter whether or
not American citizens arj informed about the Soviet
Union so long as the President, the State Department,
and Congressmen are informed? Why? What advantages
can you see to studying the U.S.S.R. other than getting
help in determining our policies toward the Soviet
Union?

We current articles
Check Reader1s Guide
PeriodrarliT676-Fur
'67 c es pu se
past year.
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a bulletin board display on conflict between
SIR, and Red China. Or read alouO headlines
out this conflict. Or, have each pupil read
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19. Display hooks on the Soviet Union (on a table or on
the chalkboard rack). Or prepare a bulletin board
display of book Jackets -f new books on the Soviet
Union.

20, Give pupilS, an oveftvi = for the entire area-studY,
pointing mit the way n which it will be broken into
sub-units and the wa s in whkh the questions they
have raised will be tudled.

.4*
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OBJECTIVES FOR SUB-UNIT ON GEOGRAPHY

The sub-unit on geography should make progress toward developing he folldwin%
GENERALIZATIONS

1. Man uses his physical environment in
term's of his cultural values, percep=
tions, and level of.technology.

a. Whether or not a countrY4s size pro-
vides more advantages or disadvantages
depends upon the problems -A.. Inhabit-
ants face at' a particular upon
their goals, and upon their level of
technology..

b. The significance of location depends
upon cultural developments both with-
in and outside a country,

c, The topography of a region may pre-
sent limitations given a specific
level of technology; however, man
has learned to overcome many of the
earlier limitations.

d. Obstacles to communication may be sb-
cial as well at physical.

e, Climate may sex up limitations upon'
man's activities gtiren a specific
level Of technology, but man has
learned to overcome many of. the
eaHler limitations.

f. Types of agric Iture $n
pend upon man's cultural
ceptions, and technology
upon climate, soi l and

g. Population distribu6on
values and his techneo
physical features of a

2. Temperature is affected,by
from the:equator, elevation
from warm water bodies, pre
air pressure systems, ,ocean,
and physical features which
from certain directions..

a. Placeittp,the rnterior o
tend terhave greater ext
perature than places alo,

1) The ocedn,andother
of water do not heat'
as lands

2) Winds which blow over
, of waterAor, land are
warm alv to" nearby la

3. Thexotation of the earth ,p
cand nighti: while the Inc-i in
earth and'Its revolution ar

*T500, ppjective1 ham; also been taught in the introduction to the overall
the U.S.I1S.R.

4
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OBJECTIVES FOR SUB-UNIT ON GEOGRAPHY

nit on geography should make progress toward developing the following:

f. Types of agriculture fn a region de-
pend upon man's cultural values,.par-
ceptions, and technology as well as
upon climate, soils, and topography,

.

Population distribution reflects man's

AT_ IONS

as his physical environment in
of his cultural values, percep,
and level of technology.

ther'or not a country's size pro-
es more adVantages or disadvantages
ends:upon the problems inhabit-
s face at a particular Limo, upon
it goals, and upon their level of
hnolegy.

significance of location depends'
n cultural developments both with-
and outside a country,

topography of a region may pre-
it limitations given a specific
Pe} of technology; however, man
learned to overcome many of the

gler limitations.

;tacles to communication may be so-.
0 as well as physical.

(mate may set up limitations upon
activitiesAlven a specific

gel of technology, but man has
irned to overcome many of the
riler 11MItatiohs.

R.%

valUes and his technology as well -as
physical features of an area,

2. Temperature is affected by the distance
from the equator, elevation, distance
from warm water bodies, prevailing winds,
air-pressure systeMs, ocean currents, .

and physical features -which block winds
from certain directions.

a. Places in the interior Of-continents
tend to have greater,extremes-of,Iem.
perature than places along the.cbast,

1) The Ocean and other large bodies"-
of water do not heat.up so rapidly
as land,

2) Winds which blow over warm bodies
of water (or land areas)-Carrl
warm al r to nearby .larid

3. The rotationof the.earh prcJuces day
and night, while the inclination of the
earth and its. revolution around :.the sun

4

Mgectives hav, also, been taught in the introduction to the overall, unit on

;.R.
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result In seasons and-differences In access to resources, access to
temperature on the earth's surface. people's skiJis, etc.

Z. Rainfall is affected by distance from
bodies of warm water, wind direction
temperature, and physical features 41ch
block winds carrying moisture.

5. Differing crops need differing amounts
cirrainfall7and differing temperatures
and number of frost-free days in order
to grow; they need water and dryness
at different times during their perlo0
of growth.' , ,

a. Vegetation As effected by temperature.
Grass will grow in some areas which
are too-cold for trees to grow.)

The land In hot regions dries fast
as the warm air picks up moisture;
therefore, more rain is needed to
grow crops In these regions than In
regions which are not so hot.

"c1611 tn A particular place is affected
by the type of basic rock in the re-
gion; the climate; .vegetation; erosion;
wind, glaciers and rivers which move'

by howman treats, he soil.

7. Nature changes the face of the earth
thr&igh biotic proceses.

y :-
O. Sane things can be produced getter in

one place than in another because-of
climote, resources, transportation routes,

9. Unevenly. distributed phenomena
tinctive patterns on the map.

a.,,Population Is distributed un
over the earth's surface; ma
land areas are unevenly popu

IIVA region is an area of one or
geneous features. The core are
ly.homogeneous, but there are t
at zones where boundaries are d
tween different regions.

If..Reqtoo; deiiMIL i OR !.1..)ny

icpe.01.ng ilpA )e
study.; some are 0,11ImirA zn ti

uf a singin rovr
of toultlp' ld
_,is of r .ctional

.*I2. An povulaCk 1 ue:CiAl

birthrate Plus Immigration As
than the death rate plus em1gr

3. Chtfges in the birth aod death
In the ratio between sexes can
portant effects upon a society.

..14. The degree of horizontal mobill
a society (Including shifts.of
from rural to urban areas) can
portant efFects upon,a society
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_hen in another because of
!sources, transportation routes,

e

access to resources, across to markets,
iieople's skills, etc.

9. Unevenly distributediphenemena form dis-
. tinct!ve patterns on the map.

a.P9Rulatlun is distribu,ted unevenly
over the earth's surfdceilmany of- the
land areas are unevenly pbpulated.

10.'A region. is an area of one or more homo-
geneous features. The core area Is high-
ly homovneous, but there are.transition-
al zones where boundaries are drawn be-
tween different regions. a

11.-Reqloo; afe delimIvI on !,viny fferent
basos.i 49p,090tng npim !le i 4v%:,) of th,1
study; some 'are 0,11m1. ,)n t1.1 basis
4 a singinpV,I'lumelion, roue is

of wuitip7' W ,, Id -
of r ctioDn1 . '000,

*12. An povulaCt w! LI.;

birthrate plus immigration is greater
than the death rate plus. emigration.

13. Changes. in the `birth and death rates and
in,. -the ratio between sexes can hove im-
portant effects upon a society.

14. The degree of horizontal mobility within
a society (including shifts of population
from rural to urban areas) can have Pm-
portant effects upon a society,



15. People who are in contact with each
other are likely to bOrrow cultural
traits from each other. . Migration of
people from one part of the world to
another Involves the movement of cul-
ture and material objects, tins result-

) ing in changes in the area to which
people migrate.

*16. The world is a community of interdepen-
. dent countries.

17. Nations may pool their per behind com-
mon goals in varying systems of alliance
and combinations.

13. Foreign p Hey decisions are affected
by consideracio national self-
interest....

AMU.,
2) Draws inferences from ft

The broad skill toward which teaching is plying prevlousiOeo.0
ultimately directed Is underlined.' A spe- and generallzatiohs.
cific aspect of a skill is In plain type,

3) Draws inferences from
1. Attacks Aro(21mil.ar,at Iona! manner. of different map patte

same area.
*a. Sets up hypotheses.

c. Visualizes a generalized
b. Sets up ways of testing hypotheses. U.S.S.R. , ,

-23c-

3. Gathers 1,1orj,atipn.

*a, IlltduCtS graphs oild tab!
(0$::4s Inferences from gra,
t1.)les,)

4. Uses effectiveaeogruhic ski

a. Has a senmof distance and

. *1) amperes distances with
47AWAIS,

*2) Cciipares arca wiih know

13- .Interprets maps.

1) interprets map symbols
lines, color layers, do
ing).

2. Locates information.

thooses appropriate oeference book to
locate information,

d. Differentiates between Sm
large-scale maps and know
each.
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3. Gathers !.,19ratjon.

*a, !n:..:14drets graphs and tables.
(01, .Js' Inferences from graphs and
t6L,Igs.)

4: Uses effective geographic skills.

a. Has a sense of distance and area.

*1) Compares distances with known dis-
Le-Int-An,

*2) Ceo,pares araa known'areas.

b. Interprets.

I) Interprets Nap symbols (isometric
lines, color layers, dots, hatch-
ing).

2) Draws Inferences from maps by ap-
plying prevtously-leo.ned concopts
and generalizations.

3) Draws inferences from a comparison
of different Map patterns of the
some area.

c. Visualikes a generalized map of the
U.S.S.R.

d, Diffe'rentlates between Smalt.;scale and
large-scale maps and knows when to use
each.
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e. Is In the habit of looking at places
or events in tern's of relative loca-
tion.

5. Evaluates information.

*e. Checks on the completeness of data.
0
o. r.Oranizesardcisas'

cone us ons.

*a. Tests hypotheses against data.

ATTITUDES

1. Is c rlous about social data.

2, Is sceptical of the finality of knowledge=
considers'generalizations and theories as
tentative, always subject to change in the
light,s,of new evidence.

3. Respects evidence even when (..ontradicts
preconceptions.

4. Believes that the social sciences can con-
tribute to men's welfare by providing in-
formation and explanatory generalizations
which help them achieve their goals.
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SUB-UNIT ON GEOGRAPHY OF THE U.S.S.R.

A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA.

S. Draws fromn

a

II. Man uses his physical environment
of his cultural values, perceptiol
level of technology.

A. The great size of t e Soviet U
had advantages and isadvantag
are being changed s what by
logical developments.
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SUBUN1T ON GEOGRAPHY OF THE U.S.S.R.

US ABOUT SOCIAL DATA. 11. Man uses his physical environment in terms
of his cultural values, perceptions, and
level of technology.

t

ferences from ma
rev ous

s b
earne

genera zat ons.
con-

A. The great size of the Soviet Union has
had advantages and disadvantages; these,
are being changed somewhat by techno-
logical developments.
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Give the class a pupil's guide to this sub-unit. Dis-
cuss possible individual and small group activities, clod
ask for pupil suggestions for other kinds of activities.
Hav940uplis list their choices for activities in order
of preference and turn their lists in at the end of the
hour. Assign activities the next day, and give ,pupils
.0 tentative schedule to show the days on which they are
to be prepared with their activities. (This Is a long
unit, so each pupil should do several Individual or
small group activities.)

HaVe pupils try to figure out the importance of many of
therphysical feptures of the U.S.S.R. by studying differ-
ent, map patterns of that country. Ih'q them set up :1
series of hypoi. .,los as they Judy- ech w.npi ''' I
should check tit ,3 h pothesc.! t)te loilist. A' mai.

other kinds oi' O. i in tabu!, 1 ;,1,1 :,,,te-
Hal. aecause l'. %Ing on i.: HIS liy;-' , ,In .1

implications of s ,-) .of the . ootui.ou!d ' p,, '1.,.i

to look at ot1,44 F ,os. befoi 1 they (.on (! ,i'

hypotheses to check wij it the,;.: maps,. iu. 1, A ')

41ave pupils set up,as! many .4ypotheses us 4....,,.le i,,..ii

each map before moving-on to the next one. Yoll w19
have-to:tell pupils thot they will chock these ilypoth-

eset at a later, date.

You should not try to teach the jeneralizations ikted
In column one as pupils: set up hypotheses, nor should
you teach the contcott'llsted in the outline of4pontent.
They are present,e(VoPOosite the activities calling for
hypotheses - making: only so that the teacher will know
the purpose of the activities,in, terms of unit generali-
zations and contentand o that heAll know better what
questions.to ask to stimulate hypotheses. Since the

4



()yews inferences from maps b
ev o rP1W-felie

ZOITCM frdPrerfilYalligis.

Sets up hypotheses.

G. Man uses his physical envfropnment
In terms of his cultural ,value4,4c
perceptions, and level of tech-
nology.

G. Whether or Ot a tountry's size
provides oeo advantages or disad!.
vantages-depends upon the pr9bleris
inhabitants face at a particular
time, upon their goals, and upon
their level of,technology..;

-31-

drat size makes it more
country will have a varied,
resources for different kin
cultural} crops and Industry

2. Great size may make it east
country to support a large
although size itself is not
rant as is the size of the
men can use productively,an
In which men use the land t
living.

3. The great size of Russia ark
Soviet Union has permitted
Retreat" In past wars; inva
have been defeated by permi
to advance so far into Russ
transportation lines became
effective military action g
existing levels of technolo



ferePces from maps
TFUVT5UTT-1763The
arrcrliimu 151T6ffs.

hvpotheses.

b

his physical env(rpnment
of his cultural:velues,t,,

ons, and level of tech -

or not a country's size
more advantages or disad-
depends upon the problems
nts face at a particular
on their goals, and upon
vel of technology,

,
. .

Great size makes it more likely that a
country will have a varied climate and
resources for different kIndp of agri-
cultural crops and industry.

Great slie may make It easier for, a
country to support a large populgtion,
although size itself Is not so Impor-
tant as Is the size of the area which
men can use productively and the ways
in which men use the land to earn a
living.

3. The gr'eat size of Russia and now the
Soviet Union has permitted "Defense by
Retreat" in past wars; invading armies
have been defeated by permitting them
to advance.. so far into Aussie that their
transportation lines 1?ecame too long for
effective military action given the
existing levels of technology. Thi
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.content is listed at this point In the outitne, it Is

not repeated later during activities designed to test
the earlier hypotheses. However, the generalizations

f' are listed again.

During the hypotheses-making stage of this sub-unit, yoU
may wish to as each student to develop his own )1st of
hypotheses and then have a committee-use tivem to develop
a composite list. Or you may wish to develop.a class
_list through a general class discussion, with a class
secretary keeping a list of the suggested hypotheses as
you write.them on the chalkboard. Be sure to include
and even attemevto stimulate contradictory hypotheses
at this stage of the unit.

Begin with a political-physical map showing the Soviet
Union in relation tc Its bordering countries, Ask: In

what ways do you think that the great size of the Soviet
Union has :. been of importance? Lot pupils thinleof all
of the possible ways they'can.and list them on the chalk-
board as untested hypotkieses. If necessary, stimulate
pupil thinking by asking more detailed questions such
as: Do you think that the. 9 rOt siz9 could affect agri-
culture in any way? How? Do you think it could affect
the kint of resources which the Soviet Union might have?
How? .Do you.think that it could have affected the devel-
opment of transportation facilities? How? Do you think
that its great size will have.proved.useful or a handf-

. Cap in its wars with western and Far Eastern countries?
HaVe pupils examine the long coast line of the Soviet
Union. What do they think this long coastline misht,
mean'in terms of sea transport?

Be sure to have pupils answer such questronSJndicating
why and stating possible hypotheses, They should not be
permitted to answer just "yes" o'r "no." Do 'not try to

S

Political-phy
of U.S.S.R. sl
countries whi'
on it.
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S. Sets up ways of testing hypotheses.

op

6, The significance of location
depends upon cultural developments
both within and outside of a coun-
try.

%1gLLU2hYR2111

S. SetsjilteIotheses.
S. '_.111.1111112014417.2I;1-212a?

r ev nts n terms of re a ve
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adventagevould be lost in a-
entirely with mitsties. .

4. The great size of the Soviet
combined with topography and
mike it difficult to develop
transportation' and communicati
ties in the past; these diffi
are being reduced by technoio
opments and the use of more c
develop transportation routes
improved transportation has cc
a higher value for the people
Soviet Union.

5. The great 'size and distances
the U.S.S.R. (east-west and -n
soutWeati meant that parts o.
Soviet Union are bound to be
warm oceans. This in turn me
part of the country will have
nental climate of cold winters
summers.

8. The significance of the Soviet Un
location has depended upon cuitur
opments; however,.the location ha
-influenced thesourse of Russian

1. Russia's location betweati West
Europe, the Middle East, and.t
East turned it Into a crossroa
people from all three areas; R
adopted aspects of the culture
three areas, so that Soviet c

,differs from the culture in ea
,other arias.
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advantage would be lost' Ina war fought
entirely with missiles.

The great size of the Soviet Union has
combined with topography and climate to
make It difficult to develop needed
transportation and communication facilL
ties in the past; these difficulties
-are being reduced by technological devet-,
opments and the use of more capital to
develop transportation routes now that
Improved transportation has come tO hold .

a higher 'value for the people of the ,

Soviet Union.

5. The great size and distance's across
the U,S.$.R. (east-west and north-
south)NSAM meant that parts of the
'Soviet Union are bound to be far from
warm oceans. This in turn means.that-
part of the country 1411 have a conti-
nental climate of cold winters and hot
summers.

B. The significance of the Soviet Union's
location has depended upon cultural develv..
opments; however,' the iocation has also '

influenced the ,course of RussiarkhistGry,

1. Russia's location between Western
Europe, the Middle East, and the Far
East turned if into a crossroads for
people from all three areas; Rutsla
adopted aspects of the culture of all
three areassa that Soviet culture()
differs from the culture in each of the
other area's.
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have pupils test their hypotheses.at the present time.
Rather, encourage pupils to,list hypotheses. Include
conflicting hypotheses If pupils suggest them. Tell
thestadents that they will test these hypotheses at a
later point. However, at this time ask: How do you
think we can test these hypotheses? What kinds of data
-edo we need to test each of those we have listed?

3. Have pupils examine a physical-political-map pf the
U.S.S.R. in relation to all of its neighbors. They
should note the location of the two cultures which they;::
have studied, earlier (Western Europe In grade eleven
and the Middle East in grade eight or nine). Thep .haye
pupils note the relative, ocation of the U.S.S.R. in
connection with cultures of'the Far East. Ask: What
significance do you think this central location between
these-three great culture areas may have had,for Russia?
Do not discuss hypotheses in detail at this time. Tell
pupils they will do so at a later point in the unit..
However, ask: How do you think we can check your guesses
(or hypotheses)?

the U.S.S,R. sh
tiles which bord
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their hypotheses ai the present time.
,u pupils to list hypotheses. include
'theses if pupils suggest them. Tell
t they test these hypotheses at a
4ever, at this time ask: HoW do you

these hypgtheses?, What kinds of date
each of those we have listed?

.ti

mine a physical-political map of the
otion to all Of its neighbors. They
location of the two cultures, which they r,:

(Western Europe in grade 00Yen
Lost in grade eight or nine). T.hep have
relative location of the U.S.S.R. In

J1 cultures of the Far East. Ask; What
lo you .think this central location between
-eat culture areas may have had for RussUa?
Hipotheses in detail at this. time. Tell ,

Til do so at a later point in the unit.
How do yoU think we can check your guesses

Physical-political map of
the U.S,S.R. showing coun-
tries which border upon it.
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G. The significance of location
depends upon cultural develop--
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country.

S. Sets up hypotheses.
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G. Foreign policy decisions are '
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of national self- interest. . .
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\,2. Russia's location on'the eastern end of
the European plainshas made it an
Cant military objective for European
expansion in the

3. Russia's location in relationship to
other countries has meant that it has
had no ports except In the Arctic.that
give access to open seas without having
to go close to or. through narrow passages
dominated by 'other countries; The desire
for ports on open seas was a 'contributing
factor in the Russo-Japanese War and In,
Russia's struggles.with Turkey.
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Have pupils note the number of different countries which
border on the U.S.S.R. Ask: What significance do you
think this has for Soviet foreign affairs ?. (Have pupils
set up hypotheses.)

4. Have pupils note the broad ,expans orthe plain which
extends across Europe into the Soviet Union. ,Discuss:
Do you think this lack of physical barrier in the days
before airplanes may have had any influence upon the

'course of Russian history? Have pupils set up hypotheses
fi to testDo not try to test them at this time,

5. Have pupils note the countries which control the outlets
to some of the seas on which the Soviet Union has ports.
What significance does this have for'Soviet foreign
policy? Have pupils set up hypotheses to test later.

6. Show pupils a map of the areas acquired by the U.S.S.R.
after World War 11. Discuss: Why ció you think the
U.S.S.R. wanted these areas? Have pupils set up hypoth-
eses to check against historians' conclusions as they

study a later part of the unit.

Physical-political
U.S.S..R. showing co
which border upon I

Physical-Political
U.S.S.R. showing I.(
Europe and also Mi
East.
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otc the number of different countries which
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which border upon it,

Physical-political map of
U.S.S.R. showing rest of
Europe and also Middle
East.
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S. Compares distances with known
di-stances.

G. Man uses his physical environment
In terms of his cultural values,
perceptions, and level of tech-
nology.

G. The world Is a community of inter-
dependent countries.

G. )(lotions may poo! their Omer behind
"common goals in varying systems of
alliances and combinations,

4. The U.S.S.R.'s location in
to the Arctic Circle and Al
made 1E a'close neighbor of
Our defense system against
planes has been built to gu
attack from the north. The
of the U.S.S.R.'s location
ship to the Arctic has chan
result of the development o
missiles,

if
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4

4. The U.S.S'.R.'s location in relationship
, to the Arctic Circle anlAlaska has
.made it a close neighborof the U.S.
Obr defense system against missiles and
planes has bben built to guard against
attack from the north. The Significance
of the U.S.S.R.'s location An relation-
ship to the Arctic has changed as a
result of the development of-planes and
missiles.
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7. Ask: Outside of Canada and Mexico, which country is our Glebe and strin
closest neighbor? Have several pupils examine the glof-; ----'----"--

,agaln, They should use a string to measure.the distankx
ibetween the northernmost edge of the Soviet Union and

.

the northern edge of the U.S. (not counting Alaska).
Have them use a string to measure the distance between
the U.S. and other countries than Canada and Mexico.
They might make a bar graph to compare these distances,
(e.g. U.S.U.S.S.R.; U.S.-Britain; U.S.-France; U.S. -

China; U.S.Cuba; etc;) Now have pupils measure the
distance between the U.S.S.R. and Alaska and compare
this distance with that between Florida and'Cuba.

Several other pupils might work together to measure the
distances bet een their home towrfand different capitals
of the world' including Moscow.. They should also make
a bar grh o illustrate their findings. N\

Have the class examine the bar graphs'. The pupils who
made hem should explain how they made them and why they
used the globe rather than a map to do so.

J
Discuss: What does'the closeness between the U.S.S.R.
and the U.S. mean today? Do you think it meant the same
thing before we had' airplanes? before we had interconti-
.nental missiles?

8.. Have an able student give an illuwated oral report on
our defense system against missiles and planes. Where
are the defense systems placed? Discuss: In th modern
age of missiles, could the U.S, set up.a defense sy,,ceem
against missiles without cooperating with other cou tries?
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5. The Soviet Uniorl's location In the
northern latitudes has combined with
other factors to give the country long

Idays n summer and short days in winter,
a relatiotly cold climate with a large
area, of perma-frOst, only one harbor,
which is ice-fre9/ all year long, rivers
which re frozen much of the year, and

) large r as with less than 100 eonsecui-
tive da s free from frost for growing
crops.

a. About 4/5 of the, country lies north
of the northern boundary of the U.S.

b. The U.S.S.R. has a large area of.
permafrost in which the groppd
never thaws below die top few feet;
th!s permafrost makes it difficult
to grow certain kinds of crops and
makes for poor drainage.

c. A large part of the Soviet Union.., has
too few frost-free days for growing
many agricultural products except at
great expense. However, the Soviets
have developed an elaborate system of
greenhouses to grow vegetables for
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9. Have pupils look at a world map to note the relative
location of the U.S,S.R; and the U.S. in terms of lati
tulle. In less capable classes, perhaps have a pupil
make a cut-out of the U.S. from the world mop and mo,,e
It into its appropriate position in terms of latitude
over the southern part of the U.S.S.R, and the region
south of the U.S.S.R. Have another pupil do the same
thing with a cut-out map of North Ame)Ica. Place thcle
cut-ougHpn clear plastic so thatinipils can see
through them. In other ,classes useoverlays to show
the same thing., Or project a single-page overlay showing,
these two countries superimposed in. this way. Usee one of
several souyces.'

Now have pupils compare the, locations of a number of
cities or lakes in the Soviet Union and in the U.S. and
Canada (e.g. Odessa.on the Black Sea with Duluth; Kiev
with Winnepeg; Leningrad with' Skagway, Alaska; Moscow
with Ketchikan,. Alaska; Vladivostok with Halifax; Alma
Ate in Middle Asia with Salt Lake City; Caspian Sea with
the Great Lakes), At first do not tell pupils what
cities to find which are relatively parallel with the.
Soviet cities: , Have them think of their own possibilities.

10, Asks What effect; do you think this northerly loCation
would have upon the Soviet Union? (If necessary ask
more detailed questions to get pupils to set up hypothe-
ses about possible effects upon temperature in general

. and more specifically upon ports, rivers, vegetation,
agriculture or length of growing season between frosts,
ease of invading Soviet Mon, etc, Also ask: What
effects would.this northern location have upon the length

. of the day in summer? in winter?) Do not test pupils'`
hypotheses at this time. s, However, ask: What kinds of
data should we examine to test our hypotheses?

World'map.
For example of
and U.S.S.R, si
in terms of apf
latitudes) see
World's Nation
c 10 ast C COo

Editors, The S
p. 6.
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Vegetitlon Is affected by tempera-
ture. (Grass will grow in some
areas which aretoo cold for trees
to grow.)

,

Differing crops need differing. .

temperatures and number of frost-
free days In order toArow. I ,

Tests__hyp theses aQainSt dada,

The rotation of the earth produces
day and night, while the Inclination
of the earth and Its%revolutIon
around the sun reeultiln seasons
and differences In temperature on
the earthISsurface;'

InI111221i1241_2041LAILIX

G. Temperature is affected by.
ocean currents. .

G. Foreign policy decislo4 are
affected by. .consIderations of
national' self-interett; . .
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some of the towns they have established
in northern Siberia.

d. At times the cold winters have helped
Russians against Invading armies.-

e:''Sovlet.rIvers are frozen over for
mddhla the year, thus making the
rivers less useful for river transport.

The U.S.S;11,es northern location gives
it very toong' days in the summer which
help overcome the shorthess of the
period which is frost-free.
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g. The Soviet Union has only one port
which Is Ice-free all year round be-
'cause of the warm currents which
sweep up and around Scandinavia.
However, Okis port it In an area in
which ships meet frequent anpi heavy
storms, It Is also distant-from the
major .centers of population. This
lack of warm water ports has been an
Important factor In a number of Russian
wars. Russia has tried to acquire
land to give it ports which would be
open more months during the year,
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11. Show ,pupils charts cf the length "of day at differgnt
latiOdes in summer winter. Have them check their
hypotheses about the length of days at' different times
of year in the Soviet Union.

.1 1

12. Have a committee prepare a bulletin board display on
"Seaports in the U.S.S.R." The display should include
a large map showing the major ports. There'should be a
card listing the advantages and disadvantages of:each
porn. Etch card should be connected to the appropriate
place on the map by colored string.

Charts may be fours
Miller, et. al G
Geogtuht, pp. 31'
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G. Man uses his physical environment
In terms of his cultural values,
perceptiOns, and level of tech-
nology.
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G. Temperature Is affected` by the,
distance from warm water bodies,
prevailing winds; air pressure
systems,k ocean currents; and
cal features which block winds from
certain directions.

G. Places in the interimr of continents
tend to have greater extremes of
temperature thon places' along the
coast.

G. The ocean 'and 'other large bodies
of/water do not heat up as rapidly
as land nor cool so rapidly as land:
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. The Soviet Union has develi
Norther° Sea Route whose a(
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-Ire is affected by the.
from warm water bodies,
lg winds, air pressure
ocean currents, and physl-
Jres which: block winds from
directions.

the interior Of continents
r.itve greater extremes of
ire than places along the

1 and other large bodies
do not heat up as rapidly
for cool so rapidly as land.

The Soviet Union has AVeloped the
Northern Sea, Route whOse administra-
tion must use ice-breakers and spotter
planes to help ships move from one
northern port to another during many
months of the year, The lack of such
a route made it necessary for Russia
to send its navy around the tip of
Africk during its war with Japan i, n

1905.

6. The U.S.S.R.'s location in relationship
to the Atlantic Ocean has helped give
It a continental climate and reduce the
amount of rainfall. The Arctic Is too
cold to provide a moderating influence
In the winter-time.
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13, After the class has studied the bulletin board display,
asks Suppose you were the Soviet leaders and wished to
use the northern ports more months in the year. What
steps might you take? Let pupils discuss the possibill-
ties_briefly. Then read aloud brief excerpts from
Cressy to describe what, the Soviets have done and the
importance of the Northern Sea Route to the U.S.S.R.

Cressey, Soviet
(Use last paragr
173 and first pa
p. 175.)

111, Have pupils look at the location of the U.S.S.R. in rola MUslcal-polltic
tionship to thQ Atlantic ftean...Askt in what direction t),,.R. and Of
do the prevailing winds blow in this latitude? "(Pupils
should know from study of Western Europe.) What .dblyou
thihk the location means in terns of the kind'ofOrmate

, which the Soviet Union would have (temperature and rain,
fall)? Again have pupils set up hypotheses to test but
do not try to test them at this time. Asks How do you
think you can check these hypotheses?
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lass has studied the bulletin board di6play,
,e you were the Soviet leaders and wished to
horn ports more months in the year. What
sou take? Let pupils discuss the possibill-

Then read aloud brief excerpts from
ascribe what the Soviets have done and the
;)f the Northern Sea Route to the U.S.S.R.

Cressey, Soviet Potentials
(Use last paragraph on,R,
173 and first pararaph on
P. 175.)

look at Ahe location of the U.S.S.R. In rola. isf4sical-politiCal map of
the Atlantic Oceen...Aske in what direction 11.4.0.R. nn0 EurOPA:c

ailing winds blow in this latitude? (Pupils
from study of Western Europe.) Whet 41b -you

ikation means In terms of the landOfiqmate
oviet Union would have (temperature and rain.*
in have pupils set op hypotheses to test but
co test them at thie time, Asks How do you
an check these hypotheses?

;



G. Winds which blow over warm bodies
of water (or land areas) carry
warm air to nearby land areas:

C. Rainfall is affccted.ty distance
from bodies of warm water, wind
direction, etc.

S, Draws Inferences from maps by
a reviousi learned

szsat99.,..92121.22a "s

S. Sets up hypoth2s2u, i Ill
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S. Sets 1222ms of test i ng ottejael: .

.4

7. The U.S.S.R.'s location in re
to the Arctic Ocean, combined
lack of mountains to the north

.%!. helped to make the northern pa
country much colder..

,r is '1

6. Temperature is affocted by the dis-
tance from the equator, distance
from warm water bodies, , .and
physical features which block winds
from certain directions.

Temperature Is affected by. :pre-
veiling winds, air pressure systems,
ocean currents, and physical features
which block winds from certain
directions.

Rainfall is affected by distance
from bodies of warm water, wind
direction, etc;

8. The U.S.'S.R.'s location In rel
to prevailing winds and high a
preAsure Systems hos helped gi
country 6 cold, dry climate.

a. The Western part of the cou
rain from the Atlantic, but
storms are deflected to the
the Inter time by the high
sysitem over Siberia. This
se system also deflects s
from the Mediterranean and
them from bripging much ral



hich blow, over Worm:15Odies
r (or land areas) carry
r to nearby land areas,

1 is affccted.by distance
dies of'worm water, wind
pn, etc,

1111919Annn0A§.1
prev ous Y' earne

124.221222.111A11221.

LLIzealleseF

wa s of, test i ng I °theses.

ture Is affected by the dis-
rom the equator, distance
rm water bodies, 0 ,and
1 features which block winds
rtain directions.

'

I ;

ture is affected by.
winds, air pressure systems,

urrents, and .physical features
lock winds from certain
)ns.

1 is affected by'distance
dies of:yarm water, wind
)n, etc.

7. The U.S.S.Ws location in relationship
to the Arctic Ocean, combined with the
lack of mountains to the north have

'.1.helped" to make the northern part of the
,* country much colder:.

c
i

8. The. U.S.S.R.'s location in relationship
to prevailing winds and high and low
pressure' systems has helped give the
country a cold,Idry climate.

a. The western part of the country gets
rain from the Atlantic, but the
storms are deflected tothe north in
the winter time by the high pressure
system over Siberia. This high pres-
sure system also deflects storms
from the Mediterranean and keeps
them from bringing much rain to



15. Have pupils look at the location of the U.S.S.R. In
relationship to the North Pole and the Arrt1,-; Oce;11.

tIu Al,u) ho;:e the landfo ms (or IriGk of .:1101int:,.%r;
In the Hortiwo part o European gussla ood kw_An.1.0
,central Siberi Ask: What ::ffoct do ,,,p)u 'tF l ilk X131

locatluirand of mountains ii, ay me trms 0
:weather in the- riorthen part of the Soviet Union? 'shy?
Again have pupils set up hypol:heses to test later,
Ask: How do you think you can test these hypotheses?

,

16. Place a large sheet of plastic over the Oysical map or
project*aphysital map transparency eilth an overhead
projector. Use a china marking pencil to draw in the
high and low pressure systems and wind directions in
January. Note the relationship between the high pres-
sure system In Central Siberi4 andthe winds during
this time. Ask: How do. you think the U.S.S.R.'s.loca-
1ton In terms of This high pressu,re center and the pre,
vajling Winds affects rainfall ond,temperature during
the winter time? Now show a plastic overlay with, the
low pressure system and prevailing winds In the summer

Ask: How do you think the location of the U.S.S.R.
Fr relationship to this kind of weather pattern in the

t

Map of U.S.,.

See
the 11616.M,Glell;:
TO7aps d
needed for the act
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4

ok at the location of the U.SS.R. in
o the North Polo mid the Arrtii; ace, ti. .

.no;:e the landfw-ms (or In0 :!;:11onntoc
A' part of European Rlisla aod Ao(i
a, Ask: that effort Oo yo;1 thlok Lhis

of mountains me-;0,10 tvii-o; a
: riorthern part of the Soviet Union? Why?
4Is set up hypotheses to test later,
cm think you can test these hypotheses?

sheet of plastic over the physical map or
ical map itrahsparencymith an over'head
e a china marking pencil to draw. in the
ressure Systems and wind directions- in
tithe relationship Oetween the high pres-
Central Siberia and the winds during

,k: How do you think the U.S.S,R.''s-loca.
of thijs. high 'pressure center and the pre-
affects rainfall and temperature during
le? Now show a plastic, overlay with the -
)stem and prevailing winds in the summer
low do you think the location of the U.S.S.R.
'p to this kind*of weather pattern In the '

Map of U.S.S.R. or globe.

4

See Lydolph, Geography of
the ULS.S,R,,Thp. q-14
for data
needed for the, activity.



S. -braws inferences from ma s b

grahajigPa rz:Mr% to
Nnew g'

S, 112/AatYR2111S92.

sttLia v...29ILL:ILtestis,_.j11/bti.E._.j2121.

inter retsina syjWsisalcrr

1'

Man uses his, physical' environment
in terms of his Cultural Values,
perceptIonsp.and level, of tech.
nology.

G; The topography of a region may .
present limitations given a spe-
cific level of technology.

S,

Vifferella2S241102-eFtli7U.ALa
an 177 * e-sca e s an
w

pastern parts of the count
the winter time.

b. Prevailing winds keep the
ing the Pacific Ocean fr
much warmth from the Pacif
during the winter time as
winds were from.the opposi

B. The SovIetUnionis topography h
tent for a number of reasons, I

has learned to overcome some of
tions placed upon him by this t
earlier In history.

1. The lack of physical barrier
west and the great plains ma
.quent Invasions of Russia .fr
and west and the.drive to ex
borders. Evep the Urals wer
crossed longbefore modern t
portatiOn were.developed..



ences from maps by
q4241Y-4*qrnq
L40.T.....otuWon s to

()theses

s of test in otheses,

s.physical environment
his cultural values,
and level, oflech-

phy of a region may
litations giveh a spe-
1 of technology.

iotheses

rtes between s 1t s ale

3 6101 A

eastern parts of thecountry during
the winter tme.

PTevailing winds. keep the 'areas, bOrder7
,ing the Pacific. Ocean from getting as
much warmth from the Pacific Ocean
during the winter time as though the
winds were from the opposite direc-
tion;

B. The So0et Union's topography has been impor-
tant for a number of reasons) however, man
has learned to overcome some of the limita-
tions p1 ced upon him by this topography
earlier in history.

1, The lack of physical barriers on the.
west and the great plains made easy 'fre-,
quent invasions of Russia ,from both east
and west and the drive to expand Russia's
borders. Even thefUrais were, easily
crossed lonbefore modern types of trans-
portation were developed;



hey

':JurrzCr tic. affects rcinfall and t,cmpernture? [Do not
ilscuss.:t thi-; Just set uPtypothcses and possi
ble' reason s; suru to have'puoils-Jook at Far Fast, .1
part of ,c,--Juntr./ as well a< western part of Soviet Unio,l,
c..) they try to';'ilurc eut hypothe!-:3.) Ask: How 'do you.
think you can cileek Ocse hypotheses?

. .
.

1 -'. Prepare a bOlctir? board.disp., .y showifiq a physical 11;)
of the Soviet Union ii0 photo,xivhs i;lotv.Itlilyw14
of the2placos.sh,on Oe ionp, rile phorapis,',5hmid .

be conilei,Lnd to the oppropciAo pldcs on ,die map %-rith.
colored s'cring,

. Now,have pupils look at, a physical map of the U.S.SpR.
In more detail. .Also project a large scale map of the
Urals. (You ma;/ Msh. to show pupils comparative ske'.ches
of profiles of the Urals and theAppalachians looking
at them frbm the west or from the east. Also have ,pqp'is
measure the eastr ofwest width othe Urals as' compared
with the ApipalacfhIans at severai'dIfferept points.) .
Ask: What are the advaRt rges o disadvantages of large-
scale and small-scale mpp ? Ask: Do yd6 think the
Urals provided any barr er to invasion from either the
east or west prior to the invention of the airplane?
Why or ,why nbt? Do you, think they provided any barrier
to eastward expansion by'the Russians prior" to the devel-
opment of the airplane? Why or why not? (Have pupils,
set up hypotheses to test- in the next activity.)

,...

(

RhysWal map of
cJnd photos of pi

,

Physical ::map of
See Lydolph, Gec
the U,S,S,1 p.
map of Urals*
Physical map .of
'or of the ter
the U.S.
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4n3

affects rainfall anci temperature?. Do not
this pdi,nt.-,,ipst set 'n1) hypothscs and possr.

Ne sure' Co have,-pupils ldok'at Far
intr./ well as western 'part of 5bvict Unioo
to Hgure it'hypothesc.:i) )%sk: "How do you

an enCek thcse hypotheses;

boar) owinki a physical j. a Physical map of U.S'.t.R.
iet Unioo phUo!jraphs flOoy and photos of places in

sh(7,1 ci f-')'N'1-1) The IThoo-elraphs stiould U.S.S.R.
to the appropilote pldces on .1:110, map with .

, C`

ing%

'Aplis look at a physical map of the Physical map of U.S.S.R.
tail. Also project .a large scale map of the See Lydoiph; Geography of
ou may wish to!show pupils ,comparative skc:ces the U4S,S.3,, 131;rfor.
s bf the Urals and the, Appalachians Fookidu map ,of Urals.,
urn the-west or from the east, Also,have pupils Physical map of the U.S.

east -west width of the Urals as compared or of the eastern part of
,)palacbians at several different points.), the. U.S.
are the advantages or disadvantages of ibrge- "

small-scale maps? -Ask; 'Do you think the
ided any barrier to invasion from eltl?erlhe
st prior to the invention of the'airplane?
not? Do you think they providgd any Barrier

d expansiod by the Russians prior' to Oe'devel-
the airpLpne? Why or why not (Havevpupils '

tathoes.to test in the next act.i.vity..)
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St .?

S. Tests hypotheses agains

to

a

,S. Intorprots rpao:b_y_,_ailkling_ prey 1

Sets. up hypotheses.

Reirifall is affected by distance
from bodies of warm water, Wind
direction, tomperatUre and physi-
'cal features which bloc4 winds
carrying moistteo.

A

O
,

Tkeihigh mOuntalos to, t
feet climate by cutting
bit' from the Pacific/an
(Only a srall area,in t
much moisture front the
soon season.)

3. High mountains also pro
from the cold northern
.casian 8P08 and the sot
mean peninsula; however
mountains In the great(
U.S.S.R. means that kh(
cold.Arctic wind& exce;



/

/

hypotheses agaInst qata.t-

s.

..

r ts mapilaya*114392-evli..!
earne enema IA L2111;

eses.".

all is effected by distance
bodies of Warm water, wind--
tion, temperature and physl-
.eatures which 'block winds
ing moisture.

/ft
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I

The high mountalos to the-; south and east af-
fect climate by cutting off rainfall and warm
air from the Pacific and from the indlan,Ocee
(Only a :mail arca in-the Far Oast r.ecelyes
much moisture from the Pacific' during mOr.
soon:season0

e

High mountaihs'alsO provIde
3

some Orotectien
from the cold northern Winds In the Transcaii-
cesian two and the louShern dicie of the'Crt.
mean peninsula;,howeve6 the lack of high.
mountains In the-greater paq of 'northern
U,S.S.R. Means that there is no barrier to
cold Arctic winds except the high. pressure



19'. Have a pupiLiive a report bn.the physical probiemi
fading Napoleop during the Napoleonic...invasion of Russia.
Have.another.pupil give.a similae.report on the physical
problems facing theGermans :during their invasion of
World War7.11. Be streito have PuPils.AOmpare the area
invaded, by the Germans with the area ea #t of the Piss is_

Ao. 0001.in the U,S,-.:'Dls'cusSj Do you think your hypothr
-esisvas. Correct? .._(or, whiCh of your hypotheses do. -you\
think is borne out by theevidence thus-far?)' Do you
.think that the:x100ple of defense 'by retreat Would
hold true if the soviet :Union_ to go to war with a
count?), in--the For ,,EaSt? .-.How:far'wouWJapan have o
invade the U,S,S$11.-tO reach tI1e first Oporta6tiindus-
trial-r.cOmplex? Suppose a war were tlo break-oUt between:
theSoviet UniOh.and-thinai WoUld this principle of
defense by retreat be of .help?

Now have atpup11 report on the military diflitculties
.which.faced'the Russian government during the Russo-
Japanese War. in 1905. Discuss:, Do-you/think that the
great size of Russ is 'had anything to do' with the defeat?
What other aspects of Russian phystcal features seem. to
have been involved? What cultural factors seam to have
been involved?

20;
.

Have, `puplis .look at the high mountainous areas in south-
ern and ,eastern U.S.S.R. Ask: What effect do Sobu think
these mountains would have upon rainfall in 'different
parts of the'Soviek'Union?, Why? What effect.do',y9u
think they would have upon temperatures in the Soviet'
Union? Why? What do you think the effect is of a lack
of high mountains In the northern part of theU.S.S.R.?
(Let pupils set up hypotheses about temperatures and
rainfall to chgck later') .You,may wish to prepare a

'cut-Out bulletr0 board to remind pupils of the effects

'',ce world hist
.S,cholastic Boc
EdIvr.s, The S
pp. 32-33712!
Lengyel; The .S
pp.

See Also "Set
oh Russian Hr

0

Physical map I
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Ove a report on the physical problems'
leorpoduring the Napoleonic I

'r pupil give a Similar repor
cing the, German's during thei
11. Be sure to have pupils -co

see work history textbooks.
osion of1R6ssia. Scholastic Book Services
on the physic41 EditOrs,1The'Soviet Union,
inyasiopof . pp, 32.33, ITD.-11r.77'7-
pare the arc Lengyel. The Soviet Unlob,'

.the'Germ'ans with the area east of, PR.' 172.
le Uc'S. DIdcussr, Do you think your hypothl Se also
)rreCt? (Or, which of your hypotheses dp you onusSi
me put by the evidence thyS.fa.0),.:' DO YOU.'

;77
the principle of defense by ,retre4wo010

i

ri

f the ,SOvieti-Untongwer,e to go.-to war 4th
the Far, Eatt? How far would Japan 'have: to.
J04:S.R,,,to- reach the first important
Ipxi? Suppose la war were to break out betweOn
Union and China. Would this principle-f
re rent be of help?

. .

it report on the milmilitary difffcottlat
Rtiss lan'Ooyernme0 dpr ing the Russo;
1 905: Discuss! Poyou thlOc.that 'thp,
uts la had anythltlgt-o do with the :defeat?

PP
ci ti

ar,

of
aspects of Rusflan phytical reatures ,seem to
Ninvoed? What cultueaf factocs.Seem :to have

ved?

s loo< at Ahe'highm9untainous areas In south-
stern U.S.S.R. ASkr ,What -effect do, you think
tains would have upon rainfall In different
he So let Union? Why? What-effect do' yQu
Would have upon _temperatures in. the Soviet
y? Wh t do you think the eff9et is of a lack
untain in the northern part of the U.S.S.R.?
g set p hypotheses- abut temperatures, and
o chec later.) You may wish ctri prepare a
lletin board to remind pupils of the effects

l!selectod Readings
MIWWw."
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0
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S. Tests nimlbsauls92111.1112

S, interprets magi

G: Unevenly dlstributed phenomena-
form distinctive patterns,on the

omap,

S.. A lies reviods1 learned c nce ts
an genera zat ons to new ata.

G: Temperature'is affecqed by the dis-
tance from the equator, cleVbtion,
distances from warm water 'bodies,
prevailitig winds,, air pressure sys-
tems, ocean curients, and physical
features which block winds from cer-
tain directions:

.

4,

-51- system during the winter time.

i .



a
of high mountain worriers upon Ap illustra-
tion AS shown in an article by James R. .Smith, .!!Bulletin
Boards in Gcbgraphy," Thc Journal of fleoarapla, 58: 301-
303 (September,'

. O -;1. Now have pupils chee!: their liany pt,theses about t(m r.,pL-
,4 ture 'and rainfall a(ja;n5t 'Arco kinds of sources,

have them examine ctinatic maps,oF the Soviet Ur n

showing temperatures and reins ,,11 in January ard
and nines showino the nowbei rGst-free m)ntns in
diffelcot poiLs Unirn, (Rr/1 'w 1.1

of istioctric ! ' 1(6 !1,-.Jv

ine ciimotic u:,1(1.3 111 3(..!( I. d G!iics in C
viet Unions

Perhaps have a pupil translate tempera,ture data into
a series of graphs comparing Soviet cities with U.S.
Canadian citjqs-at the same latitude. (Compare the tcm-
peratures oftues4rn Soviet cities with temperatures of
west.coast in the.Americas. Compare east coast
cities in.both f-merica and the Soviet Union. Compare
southern, interior cities )6 the U.S.S.R. with interior
cities in,the U.S.) Or .compare Moscow and 4eninqra&-tem-
peratures with temperatures in Minneapolis Which is furth-
er south. Have the class examine tbese'grdphs. Then ask:
Now do yOU account for these dif;:ercnces of temperature
for cities at the same latitude?

For mps s6e:

pp, Ac-ti; Crc
PtJontial, 118.
Tk6J:36671

:sy ;

r7or C
i:r1Wss, C

nt p,

chart r

oxrord
of the U S

.

WaeTe-r, a,
of the World



,curtain barriers upon rainc.011. .An illustra-
hewn in an arlicie by James R. Smith, 1Tulletin
Geogaphy," The Journal' ol Geoorapla: 58: 301,

ember, 1959),

a.

pupils (hee ;heir flany hypotheses about tcmper-:- For,wq.)s see: 1:Ydolph,
::hree, kinds of sources, Cie.orrnpj.

examine ciklotic m4s of the"Scviet Ur n (Tv U-1/; S6vijt
L,mperaturcs'nd ra:nfil in January irJ '1 Ji y ):8-1.9;
showin9 the '.111.1 ter :rost-irce.,1)ntns in fol4s of ihe USSR
par Ls 3f i*G .OVIC;' (R(.-/:"d

.ric till ..J1JS6) :"019 f
!,)iltits. 512.p;

icic d ccr st d (jilts in C 'Fut elrartf', nnd
in. ;:nh1P3,-sco: Crossy, Seviet.

'oh iit Ill p 216; iwierE
a chLic*t 4o wp on rie 30 ur

ilte.0:ford
of the0,S3R, ee also
`wheeler, et. 61i Res. Geoza:
of the World, p. 2

'aye a pupil translate temperature data,into -

of ~graphs comparing Soviet cities With U.S, or
cities qt the same, latitude. (Compare the tom-

, of western Soviet cities witch temperatures of
t cities in the Americas. Compare east coast
,both 1merica and the Soviet Union.. Compare
\interior cities Yn the U.S.SI.R, wi'th interior

1 the U.S.) Or-compare Moscow and Lenkigrad tem-
with temperatures in Minneapolis which i Furth-
Have the class examine these graph's. Then ask:

w account for these dMerence5,of temperature
s at the same latitude?

4,
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S. Coo_:029Lar-eas with known .aeeas..

G. Climate .may set upHimitationsw-\\.
on'man's activities given o specif-.\
lc level, of technology, bueman has
learned to over e many of the or
11cr limitations

ar

Draws inferences from ma s b a
.4 in . ev u , earne conce ts

*

enera zat ons

/231:gilypothetes.

.- The toppgraphy bfr,a region may ,

present limitations given a spec-
- Ific level.of technology; however,

man has learned to overcome many.
of the earlier limitations..

I

e I

4. 'The \lack of'much relJef o
northern plains.hascombin
permafrost to-give the'll4S
tions of\poorly,-drained.a

A large part of Russia (d
is too mountainous. or-hill
crop. land -under .present
,ditions.,



areas VOth known areas.

ay'setUp
activities given a ,speCif-
')f technology, but man lhos,
o,overcbme many of the \ear-
tat)ons. -

concepts ,

potheseS.

raphy of 'a regibn may
imItationg given a spec-'
1 of technology; h9wever,
!arned to overcome many:-
01er limitations.

r

.-53.

r

st

,

4. The lack ($f much relief on many*bf the
northern.Plains has coNpined with the
permafrost tO give the U.S.S.R. large, sec-
tions of Poorly,drained and swampy lands.

I

3

A large part of Ausslat(about one-eighth)
is too mountainous 0,111111y to make `good
crop.land under present technological conr,
ditions.



N
23. Compare the\area.of permafrost in the U.S,R, with the

area of the Perhaps shot the ciOs a map which in.p
dicates areas where there are also islands of permafrost
outside of the main area, .

Read albud:Cressey/ 's description of the.palimafifost. Or
haveta pupil;pressnt an'illustrated reporti.on the effects
of permafrost in' Iberia'. 'lie should compare the changes
reported from the 1960 article to the 1967 article,

A

or m00,, see
Of the,U S S
easy, a

t ions p. 601,
MrseyA, Sov
p, 46.p Pore°
SochUrekt

Conger, 11S1ber

Frozen:Fronti
Geographii,

2 lOntecagain shot4 pupils the'temperature maps of the 1.1;53,j1,.
-end heve them examine these in relationship `to th physi-
cal map, Asks What effects; do you think the physical
relief of these northern plains areascombined with the
temperature these areas' would have upon dreinage?
Would you expect to have well-drairied land or swampy ,.
land? Why? (1-ieve pupils set up.,hypothews to test/

12917-543.-

.Phyt, lical map
Maps tof Jan:
peraure, in t

,Z5. Once again show the\class a physical map of the r,S.R.,
Ask: Are there any parts of the Soviet. Union wh re you
think it would be-difficult to grow crops becauste of .

physical relief?. Where?, How much of the country Is
too mountainous-dr "hilly to make good crop Len& under ,

present technological conditions? What could be done to
-Increase the, amount of hi ys land used for crops ?

U, ,SeR,-

oic



4,

0atea urpermafrost in the U.S.S.R, with the
e: U.S. Perhaps- show the class a map which In-
bps where thereart also islands of permafrost
the main area.

'Cressey's descriptiokofthe permafrost. Or
ki present an illustrated report on the effects
ost ln'Siberia. He should compare the changes_
0106 the 1960 article to the 1967 articre.'

4

of -

For map,, see Mellor,' Gem.
of the .U,SS.RI, p. 53 or
Wasy, et. al World's Na-
tionp. 603.
tressey, Soviet. Potentials,,
O. 46 pEr75765157727,77--
Sochurek, vRussiPs Remote
Landsi" Life, June 13, 1960.

0.4Cong-7TS;rial Russia'S
PrOtn, Frontier," National
Ge6 ra hit, 1961; pp.

show pupils the tempdTature Maps of the PAAR:.Physical map of the 'U.S.S.R.
hem examine these in relationship to the physl- Maps of Jan. and July tem-
Ask: What effects do you think the physical perature in the U.S.S.R.
these northern plains areas combined with:the
e Ln these areas would have upon drainage?
expect to liav6well!dralned land or swampy
? (Have pups 1s set-Up hypdthese$ to tot.lat-

show the class a physical map of the U.S.S.R.
there any parts of the Soviet Union where you
fluid be difficult to groW-crops because of
pile? Where? How much of ,the country Is
Thous or hilly to make, good Crop land under
Chnological conditions? What could be done to
he amount of hillyland used for crops?

Phy,:lcal-political map of ithe
U.S.S.R.

e



a.

1

S. ihl!illa212=1429AlnAt data.

S.' interprets tables (draws inferences
from tabTes.1

§. Sets up hypotheses.

G. The topography of a region may pre-
. sent limitations given a specific

level of technology; however, man

55-

6. The lack of much relief or th
plains has made it less expert
railroads and roads over much
however, poor drainage and pe
made it difficult to build tr
routes in some areasor to ke
good repair. Air traffic can
some of these handicaps, al th
too expensive as yet to move
goods.

. The high mountains have made,
to build good road.' and railr
parts of Russia; as a result,
hav been relatively Isolated
arp eking- transportation to
On easier, and technolonic
merits have made it easier to
roads and roads' in these area



ft

dtheses ainst data,

is cables (draws iriferaces
les.)

nypotheSes.

Iraphy
of,a region may pre-

tations given a specific
technology; however,man

`,
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or/

6. The lack of much relief on the extensive
plains has made it less expensive to build
railroads and roads over much of the area;
however,-poor drainage and permafrost have .

made It difficult to build transportation
routes in some areas or to kee' them in
good 'repair. Air traffic can overcome
some of these handicaps, although it is

too expensive as yet to move very bulky,
goods.

7. The high mountains have made it difficult
to build good roads and railroads through
parts of ussi as a result, some parts
have been el ely Isolated. Airlines

ar7ora d technological develop-
tation to some .of these

areas easier,
'are making

develop-
ments have rpade it easier to ,build rail,
roads and rbbads in these areas.
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I

G. Havp pupill k at thp plains areas on a physical map of Physical;,potiOc
the U.S,S.R: sk: What effect-0o yoU think theSe eaten- U.S.S.R.

'sive plains would have upor, attempts to build'roack onq
raillroads?. )110 effect would thee temperature pattel,n -

have upoh such ttempts? What effects would the tempera-
ture pattern haVp upon roads and railroads which h3ve
been built?' (if\necessary remind pupil-: of what they
learned in activity 23 about the effects of permafrost
and summer thawina upon buildings and streets in Yakutsk.)

i\.

27.Show oupils a physi\cal map and large-scale maps of some of Physricql maps' -o

mountainous areas. \,A15o show pictures of these areas. Lyqolph, Gt. 1,

Ask: How easy do you think It would have been for people pp. 1153, 2), 6m-
in Russia to build Illroads and roads through these moUn- Thayer, Russia,
tains prior to recen roadbuilding machinery? .How easy , 85 4pictUFFilT
would it be today? hat effect do you think the problems\ Cre$sey, Soviet
of building roads would have upon the people living In ,, pp. 19, 6,,
these mountainous areas? Do you think this situation may\ 151i, 153 (pictu

\

be, changing today? Why or why not? 'St vrian7, G1oL
304. .

mstrip: U.S. c
r phic lic 'Aro

riles, 16-D. Fi

of So . Un.
mes 10; 17-1
maps .° rai
ds, see. tia

Union Or C
1

i

'c. Have pupils examine a map showing rai roads and high-
wac.s.in the Soviet, Union. Have them ompare these maps
with similar maps for 'the U.S. Also ,show tables compar-
ing miles of railroiads and roads in the.U.S. and in the
U.S.S.R. How do th y account for t e differences? (Be
sure that pupils un erstand that th difference is not
all due to differencps in'difficult es:in building'roads.)
Ask: From your stud of these maps, where would you ex-
pect to Find the.gre test population densities? The few-
est people? (Have pu ils se sip hypotheses to check
later.)

.

\l'



4ks

is look at the'' plains areaSon p phy ical map Of Physical-political map of
Askv,,WKot effect do yc u think hese oten- U.S.S.R..

ns would- have upon attempt to ,.

? ''.What effect wo4lid'the temperature' patte,in
such..atteMpts-?; What effect's Would the tempera-

-ern have upon roads and railroads whiO have
tl° (ifAecessaryremind pup ls of wha\t,they
actl'Vity 23 about the effe6rts ofperinafrost

r thawing Upon buildings and .treets. in YakutSk.)

Is a physical'Map and large-scale maps 8f some Of: Physical map of the U.S.S.R.
us areas. Also show pictures if these a' cos. Lydoiph, Geog. of the U.S.S.R.
easy do youthink it woutld have been fo "people pp.. 153, 275 rmapsj.
to build rolIroads and roads through th se_mouri, Thayer, Russia pp. 22-23,

or .to recent eoadbuilding machinary? Hp easy; \-85 (picturesT, 1.,--

)e. today? Wh4 effleCt do'you think the problems tressey,'Sovlet Potentials,
n'g roads-,w01th_have upon the people living ih pp. 19, 64-, 140, 142-, 146,
ntainous ereas? On you think situatr n'may \ 151, 153 (pictures).

.

ngitoday? Whvor why not?-. Stayrianos, Global History,
,, .

- \

°ISer.ick round,,ESiegate,
: U.S.S.R.: The Geo-

1
.

Tames, Filmstrip: Nat,
Res. of Sov. Uri: S.V.E.;
frames. 10, 17-18:: .

examine a map fiowing railroads and high- For maps of railrOads and.
rids, see atlases on'the SO-'le SoViet Union. Have thOM compare these mops

lar MapS for the U.S. -AlsO 064 tables compar7 \. vi t 'Union or Cressey, Soy. ,

\of railroeds and roads 1n\the,M.. aq0 in the Po -1 pp. 10.411; Tasy,lai413.2
Hot, -do they account for the differenCes?,(Be_

, et. al. VWOrld'S Nations,
puplls underjtand that\thedifferenc not p. 8WHellor,-G22.94J11hp.
'di renceS:,'n difOOlties in byllaTng, roads.) u.S.I.R.,\0,...338; ,

's'oXr study of these mbps, where vOuld you ex- '- cvao ph, Geo , ofitheU,SS.R.'.-
0 the greete\sCpopulat on densities? The few, ,

pp. 3 m46.3W
VJ, e pOpikis 'het, ypotheses to check

1 \

'(tabl
V

\
\

\'
\\\

- 1

1

,
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A.
1

Fos laarned to,.6vercome many of the:
eartier limitations.

et,

S. Draws in'ferences from ma
earne' conce

ot
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n.

8. The diractio In which the
been importa t, particularl
new engineer! satechrilqueS

\



8. The'di reCt ion 1,1,n, ,,ihlh the rivers f low-hotbeen' 'imiiRrtenf,\ part ;cu 'Orly In t e ,past'llnew engleeriell technlques--Nare ove comin0,

1 c

( \A'
11



flow have a group of pupils orthe entire claSt' ch c't<.- Ginsburg, Atlas-
: d

geography te:cts and other materials to find out h W ac= velopment pp.
curate d2eir predictions have .beeb about roads .an rail - 777tmapS and t b.1

roads, Whiting-, Soy. n
230-233 (Maps
For written di
ralITOOS' and i.

Cressey Sovie f

1,,,,7.!8..
Whiting,' Soviet,
pp. 2.,29.02-1420.

I Lengyel, Sov U
ScholastiC oo
i'tOS.0i- SOv. Urf c

.93.-

I.Ydolph, Geo
pp. 389-3T.
Mel lor. Geo

L. ,309,1 t,1

I-In and DrummOni
- Today, pp. 3913!

.

Trans . fir-ecazT-.3

, ..0 . .

Project a map of al rilnes In the V,S.S,R..Ask pupil to . Whiting. SOV, Un:
0.mPar0 ilt-WittLtlie railroad and highway maps. Tow at 0,-238-q39-AMap
extent do 40 tnis supplement 0160' other types.of t ans.." (ftle).
port r:In :the''SOMe egionsl:: To what extent do they Or vide
transportation' fa MtteS 0' areas outside of those erved
by ealle04 and 1 i:ghw00?..-..

PrOject,-,:: table shO11hg the 11C-tease In air traffic rom
1955 to 1965:0141COS Uts:impli,Cations,

. Now 'have_pupi 1,S lo k at a map showing the rivers in,W
ern M.SJ. -,-. Ask; in 'what di eectton do the differen
rivers flow? Why? into what'bodleS of water do*thes

st- PhYsical mar) 0
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.
group-of pupi.ls or the erYzire class cheCk
texts and- other materiOs to find out how ac-
irprediCtions have been about roadS and rail

map of airlines in the U S S.R. Ask pupils to
.with the railroad and highway maps. To What,
Orlines, sUPplement 'these other .types of trans-
Osame regions? To what-extent do they provide
ttOn facilities to areas outside of those served
ds and4highways?

table sowing the increase in airl-raffic.from
45 'DISCusS its implications.

oils look at a map showing the rivers In west-
InWhat direction do the different

07 Why? Into what,bodleS of water do these

Ginsburg, Atlas of Ec. De-
velopment, Pp.-62-6176T-
171(75ps and.tables).
Whiting, Soy. Union Today,
230-233 (maps of highways).
Foe'written discussion of
railroads and highways, see:
Cressey, Soviet Potentials,
PP. 7-8.
Whiting, Soviet Union Today,
pp.' 229,234-36,
Lengyel, Sov. Union, 65-66.
Scholastic took Services Ed-
itors, Sov, Union, pp. 92-
93.
Lydolph, Geod. of the U.S.S.R.,
pp. 389-3'E
Mellor, Ge9112101911AIALR,
p. 309,
Kohn and Drummond, The World
Today, pp. 391-392. Filmstrip:
Transp. 4 Comm. in Soy. Un.,
S,V.C., frames 33-740. a
Whiting, Sov Union Today,
pp. 238-2 map), p. 241-'

(table).

Physical map of U.S.S.R.

4 "-,7
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S. Sets up.hypotheses.

G. The topography of a region may pre-
sent limitations 'gi'ven a.specific
level of technology; however, man
haS.learned,to overcome many of the
earlier limitations.

Draws inferences from ma's b a

an genera szations. 4

some of the problems of th,

a.,The Volga flow's into.lh
pian Sea. it has been
portation but not so us
flowed into a body of w
to. open seas. rRecent c
the Volga River tothe
flows into the Caspian
River which flows into
MOscow,' which lies:somt
any sea, is now connect
canals and rivers to fl

The.course of the easte
them from moderately die
areas with sparse popul
between several areas 0
Consequently the;,rivers
for transportatiOn.than
wise be.

c. The rivers of the Sovie
ly north or south rathe
west. This has meant t
haVe not provided as go
east and wes't as many w
However, a. number Of. tr
-.rivers do proviOe'som0-
terlier In Russian hist
between these tributart
Soyiet Union has built-
necting the tributaries

d. Most of the'eastern riv
,into the Ardtic. This
useful for transportati
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Apotheses.

vaphy of a region mvy pre-
jtations given a specific
technology; however, man
ned'to overcome many of the
liMitationS.

t

)ferencesirorrnipsbyap:
)177 oti.1-s-ly- eate. concepts
?,ralizations,

Jr

some of the problems of the past.

a. The Volga flows into the landlocked Cas
pian Sea, It has been useful for trap.s..:

poreation but not so useful as though 14
ilowed into a-pody of water with ,access
to open seas. Recent canals have tied
.the Volga River to the Don River whi
flows into the Caspian Sea and to th
River wh.ichflows into the Baltic Se
Moscow; which lies some distance 'from
any sea, is now connected byla series of.
canals and rivers to five seas.

b. .The course of the eastern rivers takes
them from moderately -iensly populated areas°
areas with sparse population rather than
between several areas of dense*pulatiOn.
Consequently the,rivers.are `less useful
for transportation than they might othee-
wise be.

c. Therivers of the Soviet Union flow main-
ly north or south rather than east and
west. This has meant that the rivers
have not provided as good transportation
east and ,West as many would have desired.
However, a number of tributaries of these
rivers do provide some east-west routes.
Earlier in Russian history, men portaged
between these tributaries. Today, the
Soviet Union has byilt many canals con-
nectisig the tributbries.

d. Most of the- 'eastern rivers flow northward
Into the Arctic. This makes them less
useful for transportatioh because the



a-.

rivers Clow? How useful. do you thin'; those rivers would
be for transportatibn? Why? From what you know so' for
ibout the Soviet Union, how dense would Vou expect Ole
population'to be near mouths or z,:i6 eastern rivels?
Why? If you' are right in your cguess, how would this af-

-"tat the usefulness of-these'rivers? How useful are the
rivers' fon::transportation east end west across the Soviet
Union? How do you think early Russians used.them as ?:hey'
Moved in .a'n east-west direction? How do you think the
Soviets might increase their value for trans-
portation today? (Have.pupils set up iTypofheses to check
later.)

a

Remind pupils of-the temperature maps' once more. :Ask::
hat effect do you think temperatures would .have upon

'the uSefOness of Soviet rivers for transportation? Pro--
ject a table showing .the length of the shipping season

Physical map
Temperature M
Lydoiph, Geo.
p. 388 (6ble



'low?, How useful do yov thin!: thcs.e rivers viould
trauportation? Why? From wWt.you know so 0,7)-
le Sbviet Union, how dense would you expect the
ion to be near th..2 mouths pi' ',he eastern (ivels? \\
f ytiu are right in your guess, how would' this of- \\

usefulness of these rivers? How useful are the \
,''or tranSportation east and west across the Soviet
How do you .think early Russi6ns used then aS ihey
1 an east-west direction? How do you think the
might increase their value for east-west trans -

n today? (Have pupils set up hypotheses :to check

tjpils of the temperature maps once more. Ask:
'.'ect do you think tempgratures would have upon
:utness. of SOViet rivers -or transportation? Pro -
able showing 'the length of the: shipping season'

4

Physical map of U.S.S.R.
Temperature map of U.S.S.R.
Lydolph,

P. 388



S. Sets up hypotheses.

. Tests t____AmftstsagAins_t2

The tbpography of a, region may. prep-,

sent limitations 'given a specific
level of technologyi however, than
has learned to overcome many of
the earlier limitations,

-61-

P
river mouths are frozen- c
the .year,., rurtheroire,' t
melts to'\ the -south ar4
P9rts of' the ,river first;
that the ,water is,more It
flow the river---bankS'wher
still frozen-. There ,Is

the Plait* area In
combined. with Pe rmaf rostk
ing has resulted in~ many

S. Tests hypotheses against data.

G. The topography of a region may pre-.

sentlimitations given a spedific
level of technology; however, man
has learned to overcome many of
the earlier limitations.

_



aphy of a region may pre-
ations,given a specific
echnology; however, man
d to overcome many of
r limitations.

theses a ainst data.

3phy of a region may pre-
ations given a specific
echnology; however, man
to overcome many of

r limitations.
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river mouths are frozen over much of
the year. Furthermore, the river ice
Melts to the kopth.and so on the upper
parts of the river first; this means
that the water is more likely to over-
flow the river banks where rivers are
still frozen. There is great flood:
ing in the plains area in the spring;
cdmbined with permafrost, this flood
ing has resulted in many swampy areas.



t.

Ngt
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on major rivers in the U.S.S.R.

Also ask: 'Acre floes the ice in the Mississippi thaw
Girst? Miat effect does this thawing have upon the
'river below? 'Ay was there such a s,erious flood in Min-
nesota on the Mississippi and Minnesota rivers in the
Spring,of 1.55? (The ground froze very deep before heavy

snows came, so that the water from melted snow could
not sink into the ground.) Now consider the Soviet riv-
ers which flow northward. What parts of these rivers
would thaw first when spring comes? Would you.expect

6 these rivers to flood more or less than the Mississippi?
Why?. Would yo.e:Tect the 1965 situation of run-off in
Minnesota due to the freezing of the ground to be simi-
lar to the Russian situation or would you expect/the
floods to sink rapidly into the RUssian soil along the
rivers? Why? Would you expect the floods to recede
more rapidly in Minnesota or in the Soviet Union? Why?
What do you think the effect's 2f this flooding would
have upon the land for agricultural purposes? Now de-
scribe the floods which take place on Soviet rivers.

Have pupils check their hypotheses about the usefulness
of rivers for transportation by reading various geogra-
phy texts. Be sure to hai/e some pupils read Lydolph
and Criessey on the building of canals and Taaffe on the
reasons why rivers are not used to full capacity for
handling freight when railroads, are so aver-worked.

After pupils have ficlished reading, discuss: Were your
hypotheses correct of do you need to modify them? (Ana-
lyze reasons.) How have the Soviets made their river

system more useful for transportation? Why isn't more
freight traffic shifted to the rivers now that so many
canals have been built and since railroads are so busy?

Lengyel, Sov.
8,

Wheeler, Re
World, pp.
PO-Mr, Geo
pp. 339- 0.
Lydolph, Geo
PP. 36-37;-
127-129, 191-1
389.
Cressey, SovL.
pp. 84-857-37-
100, 129.
Taaffe, "Volga
portation: Pro



fivers in the U.S.S.R.

Where does the ice in the Mississippi thaw
at effect does this thawing have upon the
w? Why was there such a serious flood in Min-
the Mississippi and Minnesota rivers in the

(The ground froze very deep before heavy
,me, so that the water from melted snow could
nto the ground.) Now cc..sider the Soviet riv-
Flow northward. What parts of these rivers
first when spring comes? Would you expect

'rs to flood,,more or less than the Mississippi?
d you expect the 1965 situation of run-off in
due to the freezing of the ground to be simi-
Russian situation or would you expect the
ink rapidly into the Russian soil along the

1.,:y? Would you expect the Floods to recede
.ly in Minnesota or in the Soviet Union? Why?
m think the effects of this flooding would
the land for agricultural purposes? Now de-
floods which take place on Soviet rivers.

Is check their hypothes6about the usefulness
For transportation by reading various geogra-

. Be sure to have som' pupils read Lydolph
ey on the building of canals and Taaffe on the
ny.rivers are not use to Full capacity for
`refight when railroads are so over-worked.

ifs have finished rOding, discuss: Were your
correct or do you/ need to modify theo? (Ana-

9ns.) How have the Soviets made their river
re useful' for transportation? Why isn't more
raffle shifted to /the rivers now that so many
.fie been b.uilt and since railroads are so busy?

Lengyel, Soy. Union, pp. 7-
8,

Wheeler, Req. '3eog. of the
World, pp. %5-%4,.

Geoq. of the U.:3.S.R.,
PP. 339-340.
Lydolph, Geo . of the U.S.S.R.,
PP. 36-37, 0 122,
127-129, 191-196, 214, 388-
389.
Cressey, Soviet Potent(als,
pp. 84-85, 137-88, W7n-77g9-
100, 129.

Taaffe, "Volga River Trans-
portation: Problems and Pros-



4.

S. Draws inferences from maps by ap-
pTirng previousl y- learned concepts
and general izations

S. §±1ALAUJANICL.
S. Tests hypotheses against data.

G. The significance-Of location de-
-pends upon culture) developments
both within and outside a country.

G. The topography of a region-may .pre-
sent limitations given n-a specific
levet of technology;* however, man
has learned to overcome many of
the earlier limitationts.

9. The U.S.S.R. has vast water
tial.

a.' 11- has many, sources of wate
*the southern and eastern mo
ever, many of Ole potential
not close to major concentr
population or industry and
rivers are frozen much of-t,

b. The lack of much relief on
Of the.Soviet plains has:pla,
on these plains flOwivery s
Ouch of'their course. This
river transportation easier
:dicapped the development oP
!Men can overcome' the lack o
/falls by building dams,. but
steep banks alOng some of t
has made even dam-building
some of the/rivers.
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phy of a region may- p \e-
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to overcome many of
limitations,
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. The U.S.S.R. has.vast water power poten-
tial.

a. It has many sources of water power in-
the southern an0 eastern mountains; how-

*everi'many of the potential .'sources are
not close to Majo concentrations of
population or ind stry'and many of the
rivers are. froze much of the year.

b. The lack of much relief on large parts
,of the.Soviet plains has-made the rvers
on these plains flow very slowly over
much.of their course. This has made
river transportation easi =er but has han-
dicapped the development of Watc\r power.
Plan can overcome the lack of natural
falli by building dams, but the lack of
steep banks along some of the rivers.
has made even dam-bdilding'difficult on
some of the rivers,
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.

.

33. Call the attention of the clast to thp physical map and P'11

to a Oainfall map once more. \A k: What possible sources Ra
do ,you,see for the development Of watt power? How use -
ful', thwould e southern and eastern mow tains be QS a
source of water power? Why? \

S

I

NoW shOw pupils maps and pictures, of some \of the plains
areas Through which. Soviet riversflow. 4iic What ef-'
fectsdo you think this kind of relief wo0 have upon
the ease.of_movingboats over the e rivers:. Upon the
possibilltieS of using the rivers for watee\poWer? (Dis-
cuss pog,sibilities without dams. biscuss difficulties;
of building dams in some of these r-pas.)

\

Hzve several pupils, check in geographyi texts\to find out
more abou't water power developmentsand the roblems
facing the Soviets as they: try to build dams.'!,

'Projecta map showingrhydNi.lectric developments in the,
U.S.S.R. aid have pupils test their hypotheses against
it. Does the lack of development.in eastern mountains

lydolph, Ge
PP. 10, 837
Cresseyr So
pp..38, 57
Filmstrip9s:
Un., S.V.E.

Kohn and Or

Plat P. 388

Lydolph, Ge
p. 241, 61
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p cts" in Jhoman.and-Patton,
, e s. Focus on Geog. Activity,

'PP. 1135-193:

'

all ',map,, once
heat 91' of

for 4.4eY
the s t ern
Water po er?
,\

al \map anizi
ibte sources
? How. Os 6.-

3S a \

p

pupils. maps and pictures of ome of the pf-a\ns
)ugh which Soviet rivers f 1 o . Ask: What ef-
IQ think this kind of relief \would hi4ve upon
of moving boats over these rivers? Upon the
vies 'of using\ the rivers for ater power? (Dis-
lbilities without dams. Disc ss difficulties
1g dams In some of these areas.)

1

4-

-al pupils Check in geography texts to find out
4- water power developments and the problems
Soviets as they try to build ams.

ap showing hydtosaectric devel meats in the
a d have pupils test their hypo eses against
the lack of development in eastern mountains

Physical map of the U.S.S.R.
Rainfall map of the U.S.S.R.

0

'LVdol-ph, Geo.. of the U.S.S.
pp. 10, 8 maps .

CresseY.
PP. 38, 95T3IcJ14=406 tures.)
Filmstrips: Natli. Res.. in Soy.

S.V.E.,TFEM721r1/7-767

Kohn and Drummond, yorld To-
L12/. P. 388, 379.

Lydoiph, deckit of the U.S.S.R.
. p. 241, c61.-2.



1 .

S . OraWs inferenceS (rom'ma b a -
011777WMis- = Tearnea conce ts
an! _genera zat ons.

S. set%a-129.20219E-

G. Climate may set up limitations upon
'man's activities, given a specific
level of technology, but mah, has
learned to overcome many of
-earlier limitations.

-65-

C. Types of agriculeUre in\a region
a nationitscultural values, perc
technology as Well as.upOnClimat
and physical

1. The climate has affect d veget
and the development of agricul
man, is learning to overCome:,s0
preVlous-limitations upon agri

S. Tests hypotheses against data.

G. Vegetation Is affected by tempera-
ture and precipitation.

G. Pheonomena'are,distributed uneven-
ly'Over the earth's surface, reSUlt-
ing InAreatAlversityr-variabill-
ty froai one place to another,

G. Unevenly-distributed phenomena form
distinctive- patterns on the map.

t. Draws inferences from maps by
TT----reNJOusi learned conce

zat ons.

S. Sets up hypaphesase

. The .climate hasr:Offetted-th
of_naOral:-vegetation.

maybe 010
major vegetation zones
taiga, stappe,',and deser

) There .is a.small area-Of
cal vegetetiOn near the

3)Vegetation In the soothe
A Appends upon elevation a

or southern exposure whi
/both-rainfall and temper

13:Jhe climate and vegetation
in the Soviet Union,

are also affected by the .ki
,fffi'the region, the movemOn

liA).-ough. various types of e
,;; ;glaciation.
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jti.es,Aiven a specific
IcHnOlogy, but man has
[jvercome many of the
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11-StE.J.241-----Ist-data

is affected ,by tempera-
recipitation.

are (:11'stributed uneven-
-earth's sUrfaCe, result-

place to another.

siribOted phenomena form
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f

C. Types of agriculture in a region depend upon
a nation's cultural values, perceptions, and
technology as well as upon climate, .soils,
and physical relief.

1, The climate has affected vegetation, soils,
and the development of agriculture, although
man is learning to overcome some of the
previous limitations upon agriculture.

a. The climate has affected tie development
of natural vegetation.

1) The U.S.S.R. may be divided into four
major vegetation zorgs of tundra,
taiga, steppe, and desert.

2) There.ii- a small area of sub-tropi-
cal vegetation near the Bleck Sea.

3) Vegetation in the southern mountains
depends upon eleyation and northern
or'southern exposure which affects
both rainfall and temperature.

b.:The climate and vegetation have affected
soils in the Soviet Union, although soils
are also affected by the kind of rocks
in the region, the movement of soil
through various types of erosion and
glaciation.



F
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prove that there is no potential there? Why or why not?
Quote Lydolph on thelpotentiaLin this area.

34. Have pupils. consider-all Of the other maps which they
have examined-thus far. Discuss: How do you think
climate would affect vegetation and agricultural produc-
tion in different parts of the U.S.S.R.? (How would it
affect types of vegetation? The soil?- The kinds of
crops grown? The distribution of crops? Other uses
to which the land might be put?) Remind pupils that
most field crops developed up to the present time need
at least 100 days free from frost.

35. Have pupils examine a map of:natural vegetation. (Be
sure to include a mbp showing marshlands.) Show pic-
tures of vegetation. Discuss: Were your hypotheses
correct or do you need 'to modify them? How do' you ac-
count for differences in different parts of the Soviet
Union?

For maps, se
of the U S.S
ressey, oV

pp. 4-5;
atlases of t
or frame 28
Nat'l. Res.

36. Review what pupils learned in earlier grades about the
factors affecting soil development and the effects'of
soil upon growing crops. Or, if necessary, have pupils
read a brief description of these factors and effects.

Today, .pp. 6
Kohn and Dru
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t

t there is no potential there? Why or why not?
olph on the potential in this area,

is consider all of the other maps which they
iLned thus far. Discuss: How do you think
could affect vegetation andlagricuirUral produc-
'ifferent parts of the.U.S.S.R.? (How would it.
pes of,vegetation? The soil? The kinds of"
awn? The distribution of crops? Other uses
the land might be put?) nemind pupils that
d crops developed up to the present time need
100 days free from

its exarAine a map ormitural vegetation. (Be
include a map showing marshlands.) Show pic-
vegetation. Discuss: Were your hypotheses
do you need to modify them? How do you ac-
differences Un different parts of the Soviet

-rat pupils learned in earlier grades about the
)ffecting soil development and the effects of
i growing crops. Or, :if necessary, have pupils
rief description of these factors, and effects.

For maps, see lydolph, Geog.
of the 11S,S.R p. 18;
Cressey, Soy. Potentials,
pp. 4-5; ,

atlases of the Soviet Union;
. or frame 28 in filmstrip:

Nat'l. Res. of the Sov. Un.,
S.V.e.

Kohn and Drummond, World
Today, pp. 67-74.
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Tests hypotheses against data.

G. Nature changes the face of- the
earth through biotic processes.

G. The soil type in .a particular
place is affected by the type of
basic rock in the region, the
climate, vegetation, erosion, wind,
and glaciers.as well as by how man
treats the soil,

'Oraos inferences from maks b a
rTriiieviTUsTTTFar'ne conce

an ener zatrons .

S. Sets up hyp theSes.

S. Tests hypotheses against data.
4

G. Types of agriculture In a region
depend'upon man's, cultural values
perceptions and technology as well
as upon climate, Soils and topog-
raphy.

G. The land An hot regions dries fist
as the warm air picks up mo4sture;
therefore,, more rain is needed to
grow crops in these regions than in
regions which are not so hot.

-Theffects of climate
de.,ree of leaChing:bece
fhe'amount'of humus. in
the result of natural Ni

and'the degree to whic
wind,and.water erosion;
affected by man's use

2,) Rermafrost has also.bee
-cause of poor drainage°
northern Russia,

c. The climate, landforms, an
affected agriculture, 0)th
learned to overcome some o
limitations.

1) .Much of southern, centra
ern U.S.S,11. has too 11
existing crops unless 1

.rigated; even; the best`
the Soviet Won is sub
threat of drought.

2) The areas of the U.S.S.
the least rain are also
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?theses against data.-

,nges the face of the
)ugh biotic processes.

type in a particular.:
)fj'ected by the type of
tir) the-rogon,.the
JeOtation, erosion; wind,
.t.-..as well as by how man

ences from.maps b .._92-
grOILW-r=r6iirne concepts

zat ons.

otheses.

theses against data.

griculture in a region
0 man's cultural values
and technology.as well

'Mate, soilS-and topog-

n hot regions dries fast
m air picks up mo4sture;
more rain is needed to
in, these` regiont than in

ich are not so hot.

1) The effects of climate include the
degree of leaching because of rain,
the.amount of humus in the soil as.
the result of natural Veg(Aation,
and the degree to which there is
wind and water erosion; soil isf.also
af ected by man's use of the soil.

2) ermafrost has also been an important
cause of poor drainage in much of
northern Russia,

c. The climate, landforMs,,and soil have
affected agriculture, althOugh man has
learned to overcome some of the earlier
limitations.

1) MOch of southern, central, and east-
ern'U.S,S,R, has too little rain for
existing crops unless land can be it -.
dgated; even the best farmland in
the Soviet Union is subject to the
.threat of drOught,

2) The areas of the U.S.S.R. 4hich get
the least rain are also the as



Now show Lhe LlzIss rainfall and vet_,LLotion 'lops c);'

Soviet Union again, in which part ,of the tountry
would the cxpect the most leaehillgl In which parts of
the country would, they expect the illdst acid sc.,ils? h,
which part would they expect the richest soils-' In
which part would they expect the greatest wind urosir.,:.
Recall what pupils learned ea'rlier about petwlfro;I. :
In what areas wOuld they find poor soil drainag.

_HaVe-pdpjls.chec<-thOSe guesse Dgainsv

e

j . Have tile` class compare the lo,p .1;

map. In what soil regions do,-, tho get the
best rainfall for crops? the least rainfall?',What kind
of rainfall ddes the best soil region gel? H,wve pupils
look at the temperature map again.. What would they ex..
pt,cJ.,to be true of evaporation in dk-ferent'pat-ts of they
SoyEkt Uition? Is evbporation grcaterwhere'rainfall is

heaviest or where it is scarce? 'How does evaporation;,,
affect agriculture? Conpar,e the rainZ1.11 in,the bloc,k
eilv0.11 o the U.S.S.R. with that :in t4' black(
earth. region of the U,S. Ask: Ay, dops the
need slightly less rainfall thankthe U.S. does for ag
rrcultural crop's? (.The W.S. needs coout 20 ipches.'a
year;.t.116-U.S.SiR.'can $et by with .a)ou0,I5 inches a
year.) Ikhere ede you think crops would be grown:,in, the
Soviet Uniph?,-What kinds of crdin.? !there .do you thin<
there would be iiairying? grazing?

1

i 11 Vi

of t, he

(Sct

I

.See ati6ses o

See,at)Aseg An
00: En4c1.*0
Sov. 175ton, pp

..o

_

Now compare thetemperature,N,1-a10411, soils and physi-
cal maps With a map showIngthose,Oartp6f ihe_SovIet
Union-which are cultivated. ,1ave Pupi!tjdehtify the

.1.ydolph, 'G o
'p. 296:
Cr ye S



he o16,..--- rair[r:Ili ,:nrii .'ij,,,--,
,..)

ion atjain. In .-illicO :.,.-rt k C;11 i r ./
e:..,pec7:-. the 1,,(Jst loochin4: iin, .,,:;.iit_11

-y yinu id fil.liey , xpec C .,.:41'.. ::: , t or] I ..: t

ucit. I'd itl-x v ,::,<Pec- t -,. -,k-_ ri(::::t ,:o.; 0in
liould th::y e,;;Ject L(:_. c:r,'c:!(.--7,[ i . t ..`-.. i

IL puplis .L-ord .,.....-arlit..'r '-,i,oitt 2,

:eras V/OU id they f ild poor ';oi I
/ / -i i tr- (j

(11:.:!(;k h l',; (.) it'.

0:5S r 'inioll
1 (l2t the

iall Ior crops,? IL: 1, ). Whz-t kiod
11 does the best :oil it )n jet ? Have pupils

temperature That would they c>(-
true of evporiicin in ;i:-Ierent parts of +he

on 1:-e\m!')ratiOri (4:1,1kr
)r does evaporation
ricuiruc? ;art.! tie rL,1niD11 in the b:
on-o, the U.S.S.R? with th,t in the block
ion of the WiS. Ask: does the U.S.S.R.
fitly Less 'rainfall than the U..S. does for ag-

crops?. (The U.S. needs about inches a
U.S.S,R. can get by with about 15 inches a

e do you think crops would be grow, in the
n? What kinds of crops? 'There you think

d be dairying? grazing?

re the temperature, rainfall, soils and physi-
ith a map showing those parts of the Soviet

ch are cultivated. Have pupils identify the

See atlases of Soviet Union.

See ntlases and FlorInsky,
cd,e, of_Russ, -tend the
Soy. Union, p15:

Lydolph, 6er1g. of the.U.S.S.k.,
p. ,298.
Cressey, Soy..potentlals,
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Draws inferences from tables and

1. RESPECTS EVIDENCE EVEN WHEN IT
CONTRADICTS PRECONCEPTIONS.

G. Man uses his physical environment
Hi terms of his cultural values,
perceptions, and level of technol-
ogy.

S. Tests hypotheses against data.

G. Differing crops need differing a-
mounts of rainfall and differing
temperatures and number of frosty
free days Worder to-grow; they
need water and dryness at differ-
ent times during their period of
growth.

with the highest fempe
so the most evaporatio
of evaporation is also
when dams are built fo
purposes.

3) Much of the northern p
is too cold (with too
days) for many kinds o
even most crops under
nological developments

1 0 Only about 101 per cen
is arable; another 16,
used for hay crops and
animals (other than re
Soviets cultivated abo
more land than was Cul
U.S. in 1960.

2, The kinds of crops grown are
the basis of cultural as wel
factors.

a. The type 'of agricultural'
kinds of crops grown are
part by cliMate, soil, an
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ences from tables and

IDENCE EVEN WHEN IT
PRECONCEPTIONS.

s physical environment
his cultural values,
and level of technol-

.

heses against data-.

rops need ,*;fferin9 a,
ainfail ano differing
s and number of frost-
n order to grow; they
and dryness at differ-
uring their period of

with the highest temperatures and
so the most evaporation; the amount
of evaporation is also important
when dams are built for irrigation
purposes.

uch of the northern part of the U.S.R.
is too cold (with too few frost-free
days) for,many kinds of crops and
even most crops under existing tech-

. nological developments.

4) Only about 10f per cent of the land
is arable; another 16.6 per cent is
used for hay crops and pasture for
animals (other than reindeer). The
Soviets cultivated about 50 percent
more land than was cultivated` in the
U.S. In 1960.

2. The kinds of crops grown are selected on
the basis of cultural as well as physical
factors.

a. ihe type'of agriCultural activity and
kinds of crops grown are,affected in ).

part by climate, soil, and landforms.
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'Fertile triangle, as shown on this rip. :They should also rip. A-5.
/ identify the climatic, vegetation, soil and land;'orm . Veasy, et,
characteristics of the area ;within the triangle. p. 576.

3r), Show' the class a pie graph on land -use in the U.S.S.R.
Ask: What proportion of the land is cultivated For fovi
crops? Mat part is used For, hay and pasture?

Show pupils c chart comparing (he amount of sown crop-
land (19G0) in the U.S.S,R. and in the Compare the
amount in each with the population in each country. Is

the difference important? What factor must be'consider-
ed in decidilig which country is better off in'terms of
agricultural resources?

Now shoe. the class a chart compSrLq the yield per acre
for a number or crops in the U.S. and in the U.S.S.R.
Hew can pupils account for this diFference? What might,
be factors, other than soil types, temperature, and rain-
fall?

Lydolph,
p. 284 (ple-1

compa
acre)";,.P,

ing cultivat,
two countrie,

39,, Show pupils 'a series of maps on egricultural productiN' Deasy, World
A in the Soviet Uni,:n, Ask: Were your earlier hypotheses pp. 577-/U,

correct? Have pupils compare th,..ce maps once ,more with Lydolph, Geo
soil, rainfall, temperature, vegetation and physical pp. 301 -31T7T
maps to help Clem understand better :illy certain crops f
are grOwn in certain places and why other types of agri-
cultural production are carried on in areas where there
is little cultivated land.
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triangle, as shown on this r-ip. They should also pp, 4-5.
the climatic, vegetation, soil and landForm : 'Deasy et.al., 4orleis Nations,

,ristics of the area within the triangle. P. 5A.

II

class a pie graph on land -use in toe t.S.S.R.
at proportion of the land is cultivated For foul
(.!hat part is used for hay and pasture?

ails c chart compariwg the amount of sown crop-
)60) in the U.S.S.R. and in the U.S. Compare the
n each with the population in each country. Is

'erence important? What factor must be consider-
!ciding which country is better off in terms of
.ural resources?

q:,the class a chart comparing the yield per acre
artier of crops in the U.S. and In the U.S.S.R.
pypils account for this difference? What might

ar other than soil types, temperature,,and rain-'

pits a series of maps on agricultural production
Soviet Union. Ask: Were your earlier hypotheses
? Have pupils compare thrice maps once more with
ainfall, temperature, vegetation and physical
help them understand better why certain crops

.ran in certain places and why other types of agri-
I production are carried on in areas where there
le cultivated land.

Lydolah, Gcog. of the U.S.S.R.,
p. 284 (pregraph), p. 2B5
(table. comparing yield per
acre), p. 280 (table compar-
ing cultivated land in the
two countries).

Deasy, World's Nations,
. pp. 577-7U, 617t-15.

Lydolph, Geopt. of the U.S.Ss.R.,
pp. 301-3140 3113423.
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G. Man uses his physical environment
in terms of his cultural values,
perceptions, and leve),;.Of tech-
nology.

2

S . Ssts4LhypolLiqss.

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF THE FINALITY OF
KNOWLEDGE; CONSIDERS GENERALIZA-
TION AND THEORIES AS TENTATIVE,
ALWAYS SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN THE
t1GHT OF NEW. EVIDENCE

,

6

. The type of agriculture
the kinds of crops grow,
in part by man's cultbr
technological knowledge

1) The Soviets are rota
in the main wheat-gr,

`order to maintain so

2) The SoViet Union is
. the crops because of

for certain crops no
dance earlier and be
places where some of
can be grown.

3. The Soviet Union is using i
to try to 3xpand the areas
grow crops; it has° already
cultieted area by about 73
tween 1928 and 958.

a. The government has been
_ vas_t_Ltrigat ion project
swamplands.

b. The government has open
farms in relatively dry
in Land areas) and ha.S

techniqUes in lopese
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ils pphysical environment
of his cultural; values,

and l evel of tech-

2ypotheses.

lCAL -OF THE FINALITY. OF
E; CONSIDERS GENERAL IZA-
THEORIES AS TENTATIVE,

UDJECT TO CHANGE IN THE
NEW EVIDENCE.
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. The type of agricultural activity and
the kinds of crops grown are affected
in part by man's cultural values and
technological knowledge.-

1) The Soviets are rotating crops with-
in the Main wheat-growing area in
order'to maintain soil fertility.

2) The Soviet Unlbn Is changing some of
. the crops because ofa new desire

for certain crops not grown in abun-
dance earlier and because of new
-places where some of the old crops
can be grown.

3. The Soviet. Union is using many approaches
to try to exrind the areas In which it can
grow crops; it:has already Increased its .

cultiated area by about 73 per cent be-
tween 1928 and 1958,

a. The government has been 4eveloping
vast irrigation projectg and draining
swamplands.

b. The government has opened up new wheat
farms in relatively dry areas (the Vir-
gin Land areas) and has used dry-farm-
ing technigOes in these areas.
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40. Ask: Do you think physical features. ciAmate.deter-
mine where the crops'are grown? Why .c>r why not? Tell
the class about recent changes in crops with a switch
to greater' corn production in the,Ukraine-because.pf de-
sires-of the people'. Use other examples, or "have pupils
point out examples, of places in which a number of crops
'aro:grown or could be grown and-where the kinds grown
are affected by cultural choice.-

Have 'Pupils read a'brief description of- agricultural
crops -and other land use in different parts of the So-
viet Union.

Kohn and pr
491, PP. 3
Teisy Vori
04, 60:j.

kl. Ask: Suppose you are a Soviet agricultural expert and
you want to expand the amount of'cultivated land in the
U.S.S.R. 'that might you do? What has been done in the
U.S. to expand cultivated land? (If necessary ask ad-,
ditional-questions about what has been done in this
country to expand cultivated land in dry and swampy
areas.)

Sllow pupils a-physical map of the U.S.S.R. once more,
Where are possible .sources of water 'for 'irrigation. In
the dry areas?' Now show pupils 0 map of irrigated lands.
in the Soviet Union and point out proposed projects.

43. Now have pupils read brief descriptions of ways In which
the Soviets are trying to expand cultivated areas and
the food supply. -Discuss: 'Jo what degree do you think
each of these techniques will be successful in expand-.
ing areas of cultivated land?

Physical m
lydolpht G
P. 07 (ma
lands )

Meyer and
in World S

Cressey, S
pp. 165



)you think physical features and climate deter-
are the crops are grown? Why or why njotZ Tell
,s about recent chan9es in crops with a switch
cer corn production in the Ukraine because of de-
the people. Use other examples, or have pupils

It examples, of places in which a number oF crops
qm or could be grown and where the kinds grown
-acted by cultural choice.

.» is read a brief description of agricultbral
nd other land use in different parts' of the So-
ion.

uppose you are a Soviet agricultural expert and
t to expand the amount of cultivated land in the

might Irou'do? Uhat has been done in the
. expand cultivated land? (If necessary ask ad-

questionS,,about whbt has been done in this.
to expand cultivated land in dry and swampy,

plls a physical map of the U.S.S.R, once more.
re possible sources of water for irrigation in
areas? Wow show pupils a map of irrigated lands
Soviet Union and point out proposed projects.

e pup(l's read brief descriptions of ways in. which
lets-are trying to expand cultiated areas and

Supply.. Discuss: To what degree do you think
these techniques will be successfuliin expand-

!as of cultivated land?

Kohn and Drummond, 1v.!orld To-
day, pp. 380-382.
Deasy, World's Nations, pp.
604, 60).

Physical Map of the U.S.S.R.
Lydolph, Geo_g, of the U.S.S.R
p. 287 (map of rr gate
lands).

Meyer and Streitelmeir, Geog.
in World Society, pp. 395-

'59/.1-59 .

Cressey, $ov. Potentials,
pp. 165-66.



G. Man, uses his physical e,vironment
in terms of his cultural\ value9
perceptions, and level of tech-
nology.

G. Climate may set up limitations up-
on man's activities given a. specif-
fc level of technology, but man
has learned to overcome many of
the earlier limitations.

.

Types of ageiculture in a region
depend upon man's cultural values,
perceptions, and level of tech-
nology as well as upon climate,
soils, and topography.

S. inferences
6vaifferentrnap-paiternsoft4e
same area.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

S. Inter rets ma s mbols dots and

c. Agricultural experts ar
velop food plants which
such a long growing sea

d. Agricultural experts ar
with techniques for wa
and/or the seed in orde
in tundra areas which o
not grow there. u

r

e. The Soviet Union vows
in greenhouses in t.,ry
they wish to
vide thwwith food.

D. The population distr::-;ticr
to the distribution of agricu
although this distribution is
what as new mineral and power
opened up.

1.14ost of the people live in
triangle" between Leningra
Novosibersk. This area c
about one-eighth of the la
country.
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agriculture in a region
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rent map patterns o t e\
a.

hypotheses.

is map symbols (dots and
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Agricultural experts are trying to de-
velop food plants which do not need
such a long growing season.

d. Agricultural expert.; are experimenting
with techniques for warming the soil
and/or the seed In order to grow crops
In tundra areas which otherwise would
not grow there.

e. The Soviet, Union grows. some vegetables
in greenhouses in cold areas where
they wish, to must .pro-
vide them with food.

N

D. The population distr!:-;ticr is .L-1,17(..!,., related.`
to the distribution of agricultural resources,
although this distribution is changing some-
what as new mineral and power resources are
opened up.

1. Most of the people live in the "fertile
triangle" between Leningrad, Odessa, and,
Novosibersk. This area comprises only-
about one-eighth of the land area'of.the
country.

1.
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Now have a pupil report on his investigations of the
success of the Virgin Lands project. Or prepare tables
using data from Schwartz on what happened to production
in the Virgin Lands, Project in class and avd pupils
discuss: How successful has the Virgin La ds Project
been? Quote brief excerpts from Schwartz on the results.

invite' a local county agent or n agricultural.sp'ecial-
ist to talk to the class about ays in which technidal
developments have made it possible to grow certain crops
in areas which formerly were oo far north or too dry.
He might use examples from t e U.S..but also describe
some of the new deyelopments in the Soviet Union if he
knows about. them.'

. Have pupils refer once again to'the different paps of
the Soviet Union which they have used before. Ask:
Where do you think you would find heavy population den-
sities? iledium population densities? Light population
densities? Perhaps have pupils make up a population .

map using a three-symbol key to show what they think
the population pattern would be like.

Now show pupils a population map of. the U.S..S.R. (Show
a dot map and compare it with an isoline or color bar

Dez..Ay, World's Nat
609.6107-GT9-4:-
Mallor,Geos..9f t
pp. 191-I§4.-
Lydolph, Geo of
pp. 286,
/Whitings ,Soy.
'pp. 184-1
Center's paper on
Agri 'aril Culti
the U.S.S.R;"
For more details o
,p,F.!jn and results
Lands experiment,
Soy Economv Since
ET4N775-,-1(164UB
164.

TopulaPon densit
vied: union.. For
see Lydoleh, Geo
U.S.S,R., p.
Soy. Potentials,
nEWITITIDITaTiOnd
lax, p. 573,, pr a
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il report on his Investigations of the
V4rgin Lands project. Or prepare tables
m Schwartz on what happened to production
Lands. Project in class and'have pupils
successful ha:s the Virgin Lands Project
Hof excerpts from Schwartz on the results.

fl

I county agent or an agricultural special-
o-the class about ways in which technical
have made it possible to grow certain crops
h formerly were too far north or too dry,.
examples from the U.S. but alsO describe
ew developments in the Soviet Union if he
hem,

yr

efer once again to the different maps of
Ion which they have used before. ,Ask:
think you would find.heaVy population den.-
Om population densities? Light population
erhaps have pupils make up a population
hree-symbol key to shoW what.theykthink
h pattern would be like.

Is a population map of the U.S.S.R. (Show
compare it with an isoline or color bar

Oec,-,y, World's Nations, pp.
609-6107,5TOT
Mellor, Geog. of the
dp, 191-154-
Lydoiph, Geog-. of 111t
Pp,- 286, Mc
Whi..ting, Soy. Union...14i,
pp. 184-17,
Center's paper on "Expanding
Agri- -'31 Cultivation in
the U.S.S.R."
For more details on the-_cam-
v!jn and results of the Virgin
Lands,experiment, see Schwartz,
Sov. Economy

T
Since Stalin, pp.

,r3-'637-75-ra:11j6;-17.73'2,
164.

Population density map of So
viet onion. For example,
see Lydoiph, Gepq, of-the

p. nil or CresSey,
iiV-;-S ---14-6tentials, 32-33, or

.45WrITITTFUROnd, World To -/
lAt, p. 373, or atlases. .



G. Population distribution reflet$
man.'s values and his technology,as
well.ps climate, topography and
resources of an area.

G. Population is distributed unevenly;
over the earth's surface; many of
the land areas are thinly popttica-.
ted.

G. Unevenly-distribUted phenomena
,form distinctive patterns on the
map.

S. Tests hypatilesesagplAt_data.

S.

G.

§21E92.112021h9ses.

-The degree of horizontal mobility
within a society can have impor-
tent.effects upon society.

G.' Population distribution reflects .

man's values and his technology
as well as climate, topography
and resources of an area..

G.,. Man uses his physical invirorent
In termstof his cultural values,
per and level of tech-
nology

it

,

Uwe :>!;,01 i

in -the-valleyi; and low1-60§ of
and Crimea re9ions..which are Pat

-tropical-and IntW'subtropic.al,
sloorict Middle Vta

4

3. 'About, 4 PerdOt of Oe..populatie_
along the Tr-ans,Siberian rallWaY'
the eastern tip of :the 'triangle
Pacific.

1 Only about one percent of theipo
is distributed through the rest*
country.

5. The population distributi n Is .c
somewhat as new areas of gr.101
opened:up by irrigation pr jects,
railroads and -other types f.tra
tion are developed, and as e14r
or Industrial areas are deve190
the fertile triangle. The great
lation density is still found'wes

'Orals but the proportion of the t
ulation in this area is decreaslt
tions in and east of the Urals'a
more intensively.
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) Jloti.Jn concentr
in the and lowlands of the
and Crimea iegions Aich are mainly sot.
tropical an0 in tH subtropical oases of
Soviet Hddic Aia.

3. About I: pere it or the population lives
along the Trans-Siberian railway between

.

the eastern tip of the triangle to the
Pacific.

4. Only about one percent ofAthe population
is distributed through the rest of the
country.

5. The population distribution is changing
somewhat as new areas of agriculture are
opened up by irrigation projects,_as new
railroads and other types of tranworta-
tion are developed, and as new resources
or industrial areas are developed outside
the fertile triangle. The greatest popu-
lation density is still found west of the
Urals but the proportion of the total pop-
ulation in this area Is decreasing as sec-
tions in and east of the Urals are developed
more intensively.
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map with their own maps. IF they are Offerent, what
accounts for the differences? Discuss: Mly do you
think the population density map looks the way it does?
(Relate population density to kinds of agricultural use
of land.) There are large areas or Lhe Soy)'et Union
which are practically empty of people. Do you third;
these areas offer great potential for future population
expansion as the world becomes more crowded? Where do
you think the population Is most likely to increase in
the future?

Now show pupils a population density map of pre-orld
Viar 11 vintage. Have pupils cbmpRre the two density
maps. Whet changes do they see? Or have pupils study
the map showing population changes from 1939 to 1959
in Lydolph. that factors might account for these chages?

Project graphs showing population densities and changes Lydolph, p209. of
in population in different regions of the Soviet Union. U.S.S.R., p. 2733.
Which regions are increasing most widly? +Mich regions
are growing the most slowly? How can pupils account for
these differences? (Let pupils set up hypotheses to test
later.)

Lydolph, Geog, of t

p. T

. Have a pupil make a graph'comparing the population den-
sity in his own state, in New York, and in New flcxico
with the population densities in different parts of the
Soviet Union. Discuss.

See World Almanac
tion denCares
Lydolph, Gcog. of
Al 271=27,,,



own maps. If they arc different , what
he differences? Di',euss: Why do you
ilation density map looks the way it does?
,tion density to kinds oC agricultural-use
re ore large areas of the /Soviet Union
.tically empty or people. Do you think
For great potential For future population
he world becomes more crowded? Where do
population is most likely. to increLse in

Is a population density map of pre-Yorld
qe. Have pupils compare the two density
nanges do they see? Or have pupils study
ng population changes From 1939 to 1959
that factors might account for these chFrges?

showing population densities and changes Lydolph,
in different regions or the Soviet Union. U.S.S.R., p. 273,
are Increasing most rapidly? Which regions

he most 'slowly? How can pupils account for
nces? (Let pupils set up hypotheses to test

Lydolph, Geog. of the
U.S.S.R., p. 17737--

-lake a graph comparing the population den-
own state, in Mew York, and in New Ilexico
lotion densities in diCferent parts of the
Discuss.

See World Almanac for popula-
tion dens-TITes n U.S. states.
Lydolph, Gcog, of the U

271-27-2..



S. Sets u tp21291Lesgi,.

S. Ilstshiagsbese5 against state.,

G. Some things tan be produced better
In one place than in another because
of climate, resources, access to
markets, peopleis skills, etc.

A. RESPECTS EVIDENCE EVEN WHEN IT CON-
TRADICTS PRECONCEPTIONS.

-77-

E. The distribut!on of Russian IndUs
ters and cities is related to the
of known power and mineral resour
ularly coal and Iron), to .the loc
markets, and to the historical de
cities, which provided skilled wo
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1. Two of the five major Industri
(Moscow and Leningrad) are not
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E. The distribution of Russian industrial,cen-
. tern and cities is related to the location

of known power and mineral resources-(partic-
ularly coal and iron), to the location of
markets, and to the historical development of
cities, which provided skilled workers and
markets and better transportation facilities.

Two of the five major industrial regions
(Moscow and Leningrad) are not located,
near either rich coal or iron deposits of
any quantity. They developed early indus-
try, however, and their markett, skilled
labor, electrical pl4nts, transporiation,
facilities and housing facilities for la-
bor still encourage the growth of industry.

2. Three4if the five majorrindustrial regions
are located west of the Urals in the area
most easily invadqd across the plains. The
third of these regions Is the southeastern
Ukraine region centered around Kiev and
based on important coal and iron resources.

3. Because of the exposure of these three in-
dustrial regions, the Soviet Union began
to shift industrial development further
east to the Urals and the region past the
Urals. This shift has been continued since
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Discuss: When is an area or country overpopulated? (Can,
one tell from population density figures? Is overpopu-
lation present when a particular place,cannOt raise
enough food to feedtlx: people in the place? Is an
area underpopulated if there are no people living in it ?)

Mel .)r,
mp p. 113.
Ci-,:ssey,'Sov. Pete
map PP.. 3T--3177

40. Have pupils look at the population map of the U.S.S.R. For population den
once more. Where are the major cities? Show a graph of the U.S.S.R., s
which some pupil has made to compare the sizes of some ity above. For date
of, the larger cities of the U.S.S.R. with some of, those / ulation of Soviet
let the U.S. Show anoOler pupil-made graph comparing the see Lydolph, fleon,
number of cities over l rlillion in population in the U.S. U.S.S0.1 , pp.-//6-
and the U.S.S.R. 7iol t are Turner, S

p. 37.
Now have pupils look at a map of major industrirl cen- For data on U1S, c

ters. Ask: What do you expect to find close to 'a major World Almanac. Fc
ipdustrial center? nave pupils examine a map of miner- Zdiil -and-Min' dept
al and power resources In the Soviet Union. Ask: What Lydolph, p. 354 (1
two major cities andIndustrial centers are not located. 336 (coal).
close to rich coal or iron pre deposits? Can you think For map showing fl
of any reasons why these cities of Moscow and .Leningrad to Moscow, see tyc
are important industrial centers despite this drawback? For maps of indusi
Show pupils a map of the flow of goods to andfrom Mos- st_e atlases of the
cow. Have pupils read about the Moscow anliLeningrad Union; Wheeler, el
areas to test their ideas about why they betame great gionai Geo°. of ti
Inctestrial centers.

1.. . daY. P.-"i517-t
JP; Kohn 00 Drur

Now ask: Suppose you had been the Soviet planners dur- Today., p. 388. F(

ing the 1930's and wished to decide where to build new material on Mosto;
industrial ,plants. What factors would you have consld- Leningrad areas s.
ered? (Have pupils list kinds oi: factors and make sure pp. 32-37, 112; C
that you ask additional questions to bring out some of Potentials, pp. 1:

the factors they omit.) TIST-UF6W,et. al
- Nations, pp. 571-

6175T7, pp. 252-
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is an area, or country overpopulated? (Can
ppulation densily figures? ls overpop0-
when a particular piece tannot raise
'feed thQ people in to place? Is an
ated if there are no people living. in it?

k at the population map of the U.S.S.R.
!re are the major cities? Show a graph
1 has made to compare the sizes of some
:ities of the U.S.S.R. with some of those
low another-pupil-made graph comparing the
)s over i million in population in the U,,S.

lock at a map of major industrifl cen-
iat do you expect to find close to a major
Ater? Have pupils examine a map of miner-
sources in the Soviet Union, Ask: What
and industrial cegterS are not located

oal or iron ore deposits? Can You think
why these cities of ftscow.and Leningrad
fldustrial -centers despite this drawback?
oap of the flow of goods to and from MoS-
ils read about theJloscow and Leningrad
:het)* ideas about why they,became "great
:ors,

)S6 you had been the Soviet planners dur-
and wished to decide where to build new
its, What factors would you have consid-
JpIls,list kinds of factors and make sure
Iditional questions to bring out soii-ie of
cy ()pit.)

Mel;or, poo9. of tile UJS,S.R.,.
tiPp 1). i 18 7

Sov. Pot:6109.h,
map pp.

For population density map.
of the U.S.S.R.,, see activ-
.Ity above. For data on pop-
ulation of Sovietties,
see Lydolph,:9a01, pf,ths.

S.151 , pp 2 1/
1161t , Spy.1.112.19r2,
p. 37.
For data on U,S. cities;, see
World Almanac. For maps of
coal, 11.715i deposits see
Lydolph; p. 3514 (iron), 334.
336 (coal),
ror map showing flow of gOods
'to *Moscow, see Cydolph, p. 35.
ForMaps of indottrial regions,
5.i2e atlases. of the SoViet
Unlon; Wheeler, et, af., Re-
gional Gera . of the World To-
dSX. P.77/51.71.06W07379'
53i; Kohn af.A-DrumMOnd, World

....Today., P. 388. For readThr-
Warial, on Moscow and the
Leningrad areas sees Lydolph,,
pp. 3237, 112; Cressey, Sov.
Potentials, pp. 120 -124,-T78r
115;- Deasy et: al,, WOrld!S
Nations, pp. 571,781747e7Fr
et` -1171. pp. 252.7.53.



G. Man uses his phyiicat environment
in terms of his cultural vatuss,
perceptions, and leye) of teal-
nolq9Y.

. The significance of locatioride'.-
pends upon cultural developments
both

lthin
and outside of a

country,

1

Some things can be produced better
In one place. than in another tie-
,cause of climate, resources,'traq-
portation routes, access to re- iv
sources, access to markets, people's
skills, etc.
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the war, and has been accentuate
discovery of new mineral deposit

a. The Urals,region has excellen
deposits and many other miner
though.lt lacks good coke foi-
steel, coal has been imported
portant steel-making and mach
tndustries.

b. The Kuznetsk Novosibirsk manu
region has excellent coal dep
brings In Iron from the Urals
change for Its coal (so that

, do not travel empty either wa
Iron deposits in other nollorby
are also helping to make this
Impo'tant center for heavy I

4. Other industrial' areas are bein
and develOped due to major sour(
or deposits of minerals.
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lySicarenvironment
cultural values,

ld level of tech-

:e of location .de-
:ural developments
outside of a

n be produced better
han in another be-
.

ite,.yesources, trans-
.es, access to re-.
s to markets, people's

the war, and has been accentuated.by the
discovery of new mineral deposits.

a, The Urals region has excellent iron ore
deposits and many other minerals. Al-
though,it-lacks good coke for making
steel, cog] has been imported for im-
portant sleel-making and machine-making
'industries.

b. The Kuznetsk Novosibirsk manufa6turing
region has excellent coal deposits and.,
brings in iron from the Urals in tX-
change,for its coal (so that box cars;
do not travel. empty either way). New._
Iron deposits in other nearby regions
are also helping to make this area an
important center for heavy industry.

Other inustrial areas are being planned
w and dev loped due to major sources of power

or de sits of minerals.
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Have pupils try to decrde from the inrormation given on
the maps, why the southeastern Ukraine region, the Urals
region and the Kuznets region are such important indus-
trial centers. Discuss: What problems would the Urals
region face in building up a steel industry? What prob-
jems would the KJznets region face?

1.9. Have a pupil give an oral report on the system which
was built up cp connect the Urals Magnitogorsk with
Kuznetsk in order to overcome the ;ack of good coal In

one and good iron in the other. Point out the recent
discoveries of iron ore near the Kuznetsk asin.

50. Now have pupils look at a map to identify other rich
sources of iron and coal. Are they close to any indus-
trial center? Is It likely that an industrial center
wili be built in the area? Why or why not? What kind
of transportation facility is avairable or could .be pro-
vided'to transport the raw material to an existing in-
dustrial center.-

Lydolph, Geo.gt_of_ t
pp. 219-nb.
Wheeler, et. al., R

9f, t.heiOljd, P. 23

Map of resources'of
See atlases and Cr(
rov..Pote:Itiajs, 7(
Up()
336, .-J4,-114:13

frame 43 in Filmstt
Res. of the Sov.. U

. Have pupils look at a map to identify some of the newer Map of ,industrial
industrial developments which are growing rapidly or (see activity 40)
which have sprung up in unoccupied areas. What are the
advantages and disadvantages of each area? (or of some of
them). Perhaps have pupils report on some of these new
cities.
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to decide from Che information given on
he southeastern Ukraine region, the Urals
Kuznets region are such important

4 Discus's: What problems would the Urals
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) connect the Urals Magnitogorsk with
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on in the other. Point out the recent
iron ore near the Kuznetsk Basin.
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look at a map to identify other rich
n and coal. Areisthey close to any inrius-
Is It likely that, an industrial center

in the area? Why'or why not? What kind
ion facility is available or could be pro -
nort the raw material to an existing

Lydolph, Ge92,....9f the U
pp. 219-2-1.0.

Wheeler, et. al., Rc..g. Geo
9f the World, p. 23.4-5

Map of resources, of U.S.S.R.
See atlases and Cressey,
Sov, Potentials, 70-71,
tia-61w,-tcof the U.S.S.R.,
336, 342 ,-) 451-1-6-1*, 3.63; or
frame 43 An Filmstrip: Nat'l.
Rcs .. of the Soy. Una

)k at a map to identify some of the newer Map of industrial regions
elopments which are growing rapidly or (see activity 40).
ung up in unoccupied areas. What are the
:disadvantages of each area? (or of some of
is have pupils report on some of these new



Interprets ra hs. (Looks'for mis-
ea ng grap c evices. Draws
inferences from graphs.)

S. Chooses a ro rlate reference'book
to oca e neormat on.

S.. Interprets graPhs. ,(Draws infer-
mmEnxImagsd

A. RESPECTS EVIDENCE EVEN WHEN IT CON-
, IRADICTS PRECONCEPTIONS.

S. Checks on the completeness of data.

F. The Soviet Union has greater power
eras resources, than any nation In
although production Is not so gred
some other countries.

1. The Soviet Union Is among the t
three producers of many of the
erals and power, resources.

2. The U.S.S.R. is more nearly sel
in terms of kinds of minerals n
industry than any other country
world.
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riatereference book
rmat on.

hs Draws infer-.

.NCE EVEN WHEN iT CON-
)NCEPTIONS.

com leteness of dat -.
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F. The Soviet Union has greater power and min
eras resources than any nation in the world,
although production is.not so great as in
some other countries,

1. The Soviet Union is:Aimongthe top two or
three producers of many of the key min-
eeals and power resources.

2. The U.S.S. . is more nearly self-sufficient

iR
in term§ f kihds of minerals needed for
industry han any other country in the
world.

.1!
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!. Haye pupils examine the graphs sho'w in Soviet publ ica-
tions on growth in production in certain areas over the -

past few years. Choose graphs which do not `use a scale
beginning with zero. Have pupils analyze these graphs,
picking out the device by which the increase in recent
yea'rs is dgaggerated. Have pupils now make a graph show-
ing the same data but with the scale beginning at zero,
Compare the two grbphs.

e.(j See' U.StS
1-!fe201qP
d.--14;710epbs[0*
in prOductIon0Lh
.gas,-Mineral ferti
cotton, an4 textil

. .

53..'Show.pupils graphs comparing,U.S.Scrir r-eserves an pro- Atlases on
duction of -a lumber of major minerals:and,powe? resources, AlOnacS..-
'With-those In other CountrIeS.1ncluding the U.S. Or

, have-pupils kepare-Such graphs from fidures -found in
-different refecence hoOks. Before-they begin work, dis-
cuss reference works Which On be used to laeate the,
needed.cipta.' ,

5. Have pipits read differipg accounts i n textbooks to fing. Koh and Drummond;.
1 out if the Sibvtet Union Tacks any imperrtont resources . day, pp.-.386-3894

needed for industry. (Havjome pupils looloat older ."eFolastiejloOk$g
texts and some atnewer ones and compare.them. In some. ; editors, Soy. Uni
cases it will be ,found that older. texts mention a 1Jack l3;'
of some resources but a newer tet,reports. a recent dis- 'Sthwartz,.Sov, Uhl
covery of thisj.esource.). Where tents differ, .ask pupils let), pp.'
about date o; ther text copyright. Why does the`daxe ,Cressey, SoV. Pot
make a difference? ch. 4;

;1.61:37:;:(3

pp. 332,
P

Wheeler et. 01.i
Of the World, pp.

J

. t



mineAhe graphs shown in Soviet pubica-
1 in production'in certain areas° over the

Choose graphs why do not use a scale
zero, Have' pupils analyze these graphs,
device by which the increase in recent

,rated. Have,pupils now make a graph show-
ita but with the scale.beginning at zero,
'graphs.

e.g.cI
if %%1\j,,SO(S7.therS,"19a,

._..)!......2. 0)

4,
14. (graphs On increases

in production of natural
gas, mineral lerikilizer,
cotton, and textiles in Cen-
tral Asian region of U.S.S,R.)

iphs comparing U.S.S,R; reserves and pro- Atlases'on U.S.S.R,
Viper of major minerals and power resou'rct, P.11H)-hes.

ther countries including the U.S. Or
pare:F-uch graphs from figures found in
'once bouks. Before they begin !,pork, dis-
works which can be used to locate the

3d differing accounts in textbooks to find
et'Union lacks any important resources
stry. (Have some pupils look at older
at newer ones, and Compare them, in some
.e found that older texts mention a lack
es bbt a rnewer,text reports a recent dis-
eesource.) Where texts differ, ask pupils
her text copyright. 'illy does the date
ce?'

Kohn and Drummond, World To-
da, pp. 386 -389;
Scholastic Book Services
editors, Sov. Union, pp. 11-
13;

Schwartz, Soy. Union (pamph-
let), pp. 73-75-;
Cressey, Soy. Potentials,
ch. 4;
Lydolph,_Gcca. of the U.S.S.R.,
pp. 332-3-67T
Mellor, Geeg, of the US.S R
ch. 7;
Wheeler et. al., Re . Geo .

of the World, pp.r



3.
The significance of location de-
pends upon cultural developments
both within and outside a country.,

G. A region is an area of one or more
homogeneous features. The core
area is highly homogeneous, but
there ark transitional zones Where
boundaries are drawn betweendif-
ferent regions.

G. Regions are delimited on many Of-
ferent bases, depending upon the
purpose cf the study. Some are de-
11Mited on the basis of a/single
phenomenon, some on the basis of
multiple phenomonena, ands- some on
the basis of functional relation-
ships.

-83-

. The Soviet Union is handicapped
by the'fact that some of the re
are located great distances fro,
they are riceded (for combinatio
other resources or for markets
to transportation routes).

G. The Soviet Union is obviously diff
describe as a whole; different par
country are quite different. The
may be divided into a number of ma
in terms of the use to which the 1

the degree of urbanization, the am
type of industrialization, pop
density, and the numbers of differ
elity groupings with slightly diff
tures.
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3. The Soviet Union is handicapped somewhat
by the'fact that some of the resources
_are located great distances from where
they are needed (for combination with
other resources or for markets or di
to transportation routes).

ce

G. The Soviet Unisg s obviously difficult to
describe as a wh le; different parts of the
country are quite different. The country
may be divided into a number of major regions
in terms of the use to which the land is put"-
the degree of urbanization, the amount and '
type oi industrialization, population'
density, and the numbers of different nation-
ality groupings with slightly different cul-
tures.



Have pupils look at maps once more whilcyou point--Out
some of the newly discovered mineral resourcesand the
areas of potential water power in eastern Siberia. Dis-
cuss: How easy will it be for the Soviet Union to de-
velop these resources? Perhaps quo Lydolph about the
difficulties because of their distance from centers of
population.

56. Perhaps divide the class into groups, letting each
group investigate one of tine Soviet regions in more de
tail. They should prepare maps, find pictures to dis-
play, and prepare bulletin boards, charts or written r
ports to be distributed to the other class members de
scribing the key characteristics of their region and
important changes taking place in ft. Then hold a c
discussion on diFferences between these regions. Why do
you think geQgraphers have divided up the Soviet Union
in this way? Dg you think a geographer's regionalizadon
might change as the years pass? Uhy or why not? Per-
haps show a different regionalization of the Soviet Un-
'ion and discuss the different criteria' used in Afferen-

.x tiating regions. Compare the two systems of regional iza-
Lion.

Have pupils take imaginary trips from Moscow to some
other city in the U.,,S.R. and write one of the follow-
ing to describe what they see and feel in the way of
physical and cultural landscape and climate:

a. A diary of their
b. A series of letters to a/Friend,
c. A travel guide for other Americans.

For a.map of mineral
,,torccis sec Crssey
Poi:entials

$
pp. yo..

see minerals of
and eastern/Siberia
dolph, Geog. of the
R. 235.
Fora discuS:sion of
ties,- see Lydolph,
244.

'Lydolph pe9.(j,.,o_t!
iwip of i-,:!gion -66 p
xest of chaptc:rs.
Wheeler, Req.
World, ,dh:-13":*
3!Weisey, Soy,. Paten
chs. 6-8. .
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For a map of mineralte-
r-urces see Cfossey; Sov.
pi,Lqn4als, pp. 70-7). ar
'see minerals 11.11p of central
ond eastern Siberia in Ly-
dolph, Geog, of_the y s,s.R.
P. 235.
For a discussion of difficul
ties, see Lydolph, pp. 240-
244,

k

Lydolph, Geog. of the 11,5 S. ,

wnp of r.:!gions on p. f6 arta
west of chapt,-As.
Wheekr, Req.G.:90, of 1:h1
World, ch:-13;
ZtTb.ey, Soy. ?9!:pnt. talk,
chs, 6-8,--
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ne U.S.S.R. and write one of the follow-
what they see and feel in the way of
itural landscape and climate:
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fr)f letters to a frrend..
quide for:Other 'Americans.
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Changes in the birth anQ death,
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sexes can have important 'effects
upon a society

An Increase In population occurs .

whet) the birth rate plus Immigra.
tion is greeter. 'than the death
'rate plus emigration.

*

G. Changing population patterns are I
portant effects upon the Soviet Ur

1. For a long period of time durir
tury, population growth slowed
it has increased again.

a. Although the population was
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creasing industrial lzetion 4
zation and in part to:the hI
rate of men during wars, cis
purges.
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countries.
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G. Changes in .66 the ratio between
sexes 'can have Importa effects
upon a society.

I

2. The mom° d wars, the civil in
purges 1, to a great decimatic
Compared:with adult women, Thi

=' , hyl lhettieK ratio has led, the Sc
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G. Changing population patterns are having m-
portant effects upon the Soviet Union.

1. For a long period of time during this cen-
tury, population growth slowed down but
it has increased a0ain.

a. Although tIle population was increasing,
It was IncreasOng less rapidly than In
the U.S. in part this, was due to In-
creasing Indust -I 11ration and urbani-
zation and in pa lb the high death.
rate -of men during wars, civil wars and
purges.

,

b. The birth rate has increased once more,
the death rate is declining,,and-the pope
ulatiori is growing at a faster rate a-
gain, ,,tithough not so fast as 16 some
countries.

2. The two world wars, the civil war and the
purges.led to a great decimation of men as
compared with adult woman.' This imbalance

"in the sex ratio hasied the-,Soviet govern-
ment 0 use woman widely in'physical-labor.

,//
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Give all pupils sheets of pages of the .same size end have.
them try to draw rough outline maps of the U.S.S.R. from
rri:-..mory They should include major cities, rivers, and
find forms as well as the boundartps and names of coun-
tries bordering the U.S.S.R. Then compare some of the
maps with.an opaque projector, Discuss: Why is it help-
ful to have a visualized map of the U.S.S.R. in our ir!.Js?

5S. Have a Pupil Prepare a graph comparing population growth
in the U.S. and the U.t.S.R, over a period of fifty ye.a.s.
Pupils should note' that some of the Russian fijures are
estimatesi, The pupil should use this graph in reporting
to .the class on changes in population growth 4n the
U.S.S.R. and the reasons for them. Discuss: What impli-
cations do you see In the changing rate of population
growth?

3

For data, see Lydo!
of the U S.S 11', pp

A

60. Show pupils a graph and some tables on thb sex ratio
within-different,age groups in the Soviet Union. Ols-
-cuss: Why'do-you think this 'imbalance between men and
women in the over-:40 age -group exists? What effetts-do
you'Oihk it might-have4._

Lydolph Geo . of
pp. 257 -2



O
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sheets of pages of the same size and have
%4 rough 'outline maps of the U.S..S.R., from
hould include major cities, rivers, and
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ague projector. Discuss: Why i s i t help-
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le reasons for them, Discuss: What impli-
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it age groups fn, the Soviet Union. Dis-/ou think this Imbalance between men and
,er-40 age group exists? What efftcts dofight have?

Lydoiph, Gegg of the U.S.S.R.,
PP. 257-260.



interprets graphs. (Draws infer-
ences from gralps.) ,

G. changes in' the birth and death
rates can have important ef-
feo$.&,ppon a society,

S. Tests hoothesespoinslciala.

S. Interprets graphs and tables, (Draws

inferences From graphs and tables,/

S. Sets up hypotheses,

G; The degree of horizoptaF mobility
within a society (Including sh'ifts'
of population from:rutal to orbph:
areos) can have important eTctt
upOw_sOOty.-

S. Sets up hypotheses,

Ostatles:to communication may. be

social as well as PhY0C0)ii'
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3. The decline in the birth rate h
in a much smaller group of /oun
who are coming of military age
td work in Industry. The gover
changed its educational pollcie
young people to work sooner tho
years ago.

4. The rural-urban population rat'
ing to a much higher urban prop
the U.-S.S.R. is still far less
than is the U.S,

Although about three-fourths of tt
tion is of Slavic descent, the Sov
Is peopled by many different nati
groupings.

1. There is a great diversItY.of
of languages spoken frpm one p
country to another.
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3. The decline in 0'16 birth rate has.resulted
in a much smaller group of young people:A.
who are coming of military age anti of age
to work in industry. The government has
changed` itsiOucational policies to get
young people, to,work soOper thqn a feW
years ago:

4. The rural-urban population ratio is shift-
ing to a much higher urban proportion,'but
the U.S.S.R. Is still far less urbanized
than is the U.S.

H. Although about three-fourths of the popula-
tion Is of Slavic descent, the Soviet Union
is peopled by many different nationality

TrouPings.

1. There Is a great diversity.of Culture and
of lengyays spoken from one part ,,of, the

country to an0ther.
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Show.pupils-another graph showing theinumber of /women in
the labor force and read aloud a description of the ; ways
In which women engage in hard physical labor ih the
U.S.S.R. (Perhaps`' show slides or pictures to illustrate
this fact. )

61. Show pupils a graph of the s:tribution of the Soviet
population by ago groups. scuss_the implications of
the small number of youths in the age bracket of 16-21.

62. Project a graph showing cWges in urban-ruri relations
in the U.S.S.R. and anotherlraph comparing urbanization
in the U.S. and in the U.S.S.R. Discuss: ,

What are the
implications of this change in the urban-rural ratio on
the U.S.S.R.? (Compare the proportion of the rural popu-
lation and the total agricultural production for, the two
countries.) Lsk: What can you toil about agricultural
'productivity per farm worker in these two countries?
Show table to test hypotheses.

Lydoloh-,. Gega1 oft
p.. 268.

LydollA,
P. 295.
For figures on agri
productivity per fa
see Lydolph; p. 285

p

4 Show pupi'ls, very briefly, a chart listing the many dif-
ferent nationalities represented in 'the Soviet Union.
Also show a map of nationalities in the U.S.S.R.- Pick
out a few 6fjheSe.nationalities and have.pupils find
out >if the' have had 'their own nation- at any time in the

eaf's. If so, why might this fact.te ImPortant?
art' of the many different` anguages spoken in

et' Union. Discuss: What problems.mrght arise
he fact that the SoViet.Unlon has so Many differ'.
ationalities'and languages? Point ou that pupils
study this question In more detail is er..

For_data on langua
former independenc
Petrovich. Sov Unl
18.
1.ydolph, Geo
pp.- 261- map a
ow-number of 4hatio
and discussion).,
,Deasy, et, al., WO
p. .601 (map), ---

Cressqy, Sov, POte

23-30 'discussion
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ery,briefly,a chart flstjng-the-many,difi,- For data on langOages and''
41tieS:reOreserited:in the'SeViot Union, former independence see
appL.C.VnationaUtieSib- the- U.S.S.R.

Petrovich, ....Soya.JItaktL, cp.14-
fthese:natiOnalrnes and have pupils find 18.
:aVe had- thelt own notion at any time in the Lydolph, Geoq. of thes. if so, Why Might this ,fact. be Ilportant? pp. -261 0 map and chatASof the many'dilferent languages spoken in on number -of nationalities,:ion. Discuss: Villat. problems ,might -arise' and 'discussion).
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. People who are in contact with
each:other,are likely:to borrow
cultural traits from' each Other.
:Migration of people froh--one part
of the world to.another involve
the movement ofculOre :arid
ial ojects, thug reAulti
changes 1n the area t
:pie migrate.

A

.43Y-

4

Arn, transportation facilitie
dusta lization are bringing ab
cultur 1 unity and the movement
Into.m ny.parts of.the country,

S IRW.,hteOS1.1212110..inst data:

,

Ir

BELIEVES THAT THE SOCIAL SCIENCES ,

CAN CONTRIBUTE TO MEWS WELFARE
BY PROVIDING.INFORMATION AND EX-
PLANATORY GENERALIZATIONS WHICH -

HELP THEM ACHIEVE THEIR GOALS.'

.; .

s
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THE SOCIAL SCIENCES f
E TO MEN'S WELFARE
INFORMATION AND EX-
ERALIZATIONS WHICH
IEVE THEIR GOALS.
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2. Modern transportation facilities and in-
dustrialization are bringing about greater
cultural unity and the movement of Russians
into many parts of the country.
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. Give pupils ;"igures or charts or n.ps showing how a num-
ber of Russians ore moving into areas formerly occupied
primarily by other nationality groups. Discuss: Wat
effect do you think this movement or population within
the country (N.; have?

5. Have pupils check back over their lists of hypotheses
made' so far durin4 the course 9;" the unit. . Which ones
have they tested and found supported by the dhta? Con-
tradicted by the data? Which ones still need testing
during the remainder of the unit? How can they be '

wsted? (0e sure to keep a list of those which muisA
still be tested by use of historical or other datp.)

//00. Hold a discussion on the topic: Or what 'help b you
think our study of the geography of the U.S.S. . has
been in helping us decide what our policies shoul0 be'
toward the U.S.S.R.?
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